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StrategicRISK’s inaugural Asia-Pacific 
Risk and Insurance Management Awards 
reflect the industry’s coming of age  
in the region – so get your entries in now

Up there with  
the very best

S
peaking to risk professionals around 
Asia-Pacific, it’s not hard to find examples 
of innovation and excellence in risk 
management. 

The region’s risk and insurance 
industry is starting to catch up with its 

European and US counterparts. 
It’s for this reason that StrategicRISK has decided 

to launch the inaugural Asia-Pacific Risk and 
Insurance Management Awards, celebrating all  
that is great and good in the region’s risk 
management sector.

Entries are now open and there are 16 categories 
up for grabs (see below), with dedicated awards 
for risk managers, insurers, brokers and other 
service providers. 

Independence in judging these awards is vital. 
That’s why we have hand-picked a panel of risk 
experts from around the globe, who will rigorously 
assess each entry based on its merits. It doesn’t 
matter if you’re the only risk professional in your 
organisation, or part of a much larger, global team – 
what the judges will be looking for is those initiatives 
that are most innovative and impactful. I don’t envy 
the judges for having to make what I’m sure will be 
very difficult decisions among the dozens of entries 
that have already started to roll in. 

The winners of the Asia-Pacific Risk and 
Insurance Management Awards will be announced 
at a special gala ceremony to be held in Singapore 
next May, immediately following the annual 
Strategic Risk Forum.  

Winners of the awards will be in good company. 
Past recipients of the coveted European Risk 
Manager of the Year award include current PARIMA 
chairman Franck Baron (2007), who has made 
great strides towards improving the professional EMAIL > jessica.reid@nqsm.com

• Asia-Pacific Risk Manager
• Risk Management New Starter
• Risk Management Team
• Enterprise Risk Programme
• Risk Communication Programme
• Best Business Continuity Approach
• Best Risk Training Programme
• Cyber Risk Programme
• Responding to Adversity
• Corporate Insurance Innovation
• Broker Innovation
• Risk Management Product/Service
• Claims Initiative
• Captive Innovation
• Risk Advisory
• Lifetime Achievement (chosen by 

StrategicRISK) 

AWARD CATEGORIES

development of risk management in this part 
of the world. Other winners include Anne-Marie 
Fournier, PPR (2008 – the firm is now called Kering); 
Adrian Clements, ArcelorMittal (2009); Arnout J van 
der Veer, Reed Elsevier (2010); and John Ludlow, 
InterContinental Hotels Group (2012).

So be sure to register your entries before the 
closing date of Friday, 16 December.  

Best of luck to everyone who takes part and  
we look forward to welcoming you to the awards  
next year. 
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Tianjin: one year on

On 12 August 2015, a series of devastating explosions 
at the Tianjin port in China killed 173 people and 
injured at least 800. Fireballs and shockwaves 
destroyed containers and caused major damage to 
warehouses, production facilities and homes.

One year on, insurers, loss adjusters and reinsurers 
have reflected on some of the key lessons learned 
from the incident. 

Gen Re property/casualty regional claims manager 
Edmund Fernandez said the event may change future 
thinking on accumulation risk.  

“The widespread property, infrastructure, marine, 
motor vehicle and injury claims arising from this event 
exposed many insurers and reinsurers to claims from 
multiple lines of business and involving multiple 
policyholders,” he said. 

“There is no question that with an event like 
Tianjin, most insurers and reinsurers would have been 
taken by surprise at the level of risk accumulation they 
experienced.”

Fernandez said the event highlighted the need for 
companies, and insurers, to gather data around the 
turnover of shipping containers – that is, the average 
time they remain at a particular port or terminal can 
assist carriers in determining their market share in a 
particular location at any given time. 

“Possessing this information would provide added 
certainty of potential exposure and avoid the potential 
for unintended risk accumulation.”

Munich Re agreed. 
It added that the Tianjin blasts proved that it is not 

only natural catastrophes that produce considerable 
accumulated losses.

“Disasters due to human error can have the same 
effect,” a spokesperson said. 

“Tianjin can serve as an example, prompting close 
scrutiny of accumulation risks not only in the case of 
large port facilities but also for large warehouses and 
industrial parks.

“This applies with regard to the concentration 
of very different types of freight in a narrowly 
circumscribed area, as well as in respect of the risks 

Insurers, loss adjusters and reinsurers 
sum up the lessons of the Chinese port 
disaster, which killed 173 people and 
caused damage running into billions

presented by industrial enterprises or infrastructure in 
the surrounding area.”

Claims are still being settled from Tianjin, but 
Munich Re estimates the insured loss figures at about 
€3bn ($4.34bn). 

Talanx Group, owner of Hannover Re and industrial 
insurer HDI, said it received about €150m in claims 
from the event. 

HDI Global marine underwriting manager Asia-
Pacific, Kai Brüggemann, said the losses were not 
immediately evident owing to the delays in getting 
access to the site. 

“The problem with Tianjin was that the grade of 
destruction was not initially clear. So you could not 
say, for example, that within 1km from the blast you 
had a 100% loss, at 2km you had 80% loss. You could 
initially only estimate your exposure,” he said. 

Brüggemann added that the event highlighted the 
unique risk management challenges of operating in a 
country like China. “The risk management situation in 
China is something which is very difficult to influence 
from a Western point of view,” he said. “Of course you 
can have discussions about safety issues, but it would 
be naive in my point of view to think that you can 
change things.”

Instead, Brüggemann said clients had reassessed 
their supply chains as a result of the blast. 

“That’s something you can influence. If you can 
have more diversified supply chains, then you can do 

“IT SEEMS THAT 
THE INSPECTIONS 
[PREVIOUSLY] 
WERE FAIRLY LAX 
AND PEOPLE WERE 
STORING FAR 
MORE CHEMICALS 
THAN THEY WERE 
ALLOWED TO”
Crawford & Co  
technical director 
Paul Spurdle

is
to

ck
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much for the risk management in your company.” 
Crawford & Co technical director Paul Spurdle said 

there were a number of government and regulatory 
implications from the Tianjin disaster. 

“[Chinese authorities] are now going to impose far 
stricter controls on the storage of dangerous goods,” 
he explained. 

“It seems that the inspections [previously] were 
fairly lax and people were storing far more chemicals 
than they were allowed to and also some chemicals 
without a licence. 

“These factors should have been picked up and 
they weren’t, so they are now more strictly monitoring 
these facilities.” 

In addition to increased safety audits of storage 
facilities and chemical facilities, the government is 
trying to impose zoning for chemical manufacturers. 

“Because of the greater focus that the government 
is placing on the storage and movement of dangerous 
goods, warehouse operators are now reluctant to 
accept those goods,” Spurdle said. 

The incident also highlighted the need for greater 
education, he said. In all, 110 firefighters died while 
trying to extinguish the blaze. 

“That’s a significant loss of life and clearly better 
training and better information is needed around 
the chemicals: where they are, what’s the reaction 
to water, and reaction to the mixture of chemicals, 
explosions, flammable gases – that kind of thing.”

Nagoya in Japan and Guangzhou in China are the world riskiest 
ports, according to new research by RMS.

The risk management consultancy said the potential 
loss from a catastrophe at the Nagoya port is $2.3bn, while 
Guangzhou is not far behind at $2bn.

The analysis took into account a port’s cargo type (e.g. 
autos, bulk grains, electronics, specie), storage location 
(e.g. coastal, estuarine, waterside or within a dock complex), 
storage type (e.g. open air, warehouse, container) and dwell 
time. Six of the top 10 riskiest ports are in the US, with the 
remaining two in Europe.

RMS director product management Chris Folkman said: 
“Surprisingly, a port’s size and its catastrophe loss potential 
are not strongly correlated. For example, while China may be 
king for volume of container traffic, our study found that many 
smaller US ports rank more highly for risk – largely due to 
hurricanes.

“Our analysis proves what we’ve long suspected – that 
outdated techniques and incomplete data have obscured 
many high-risk locations. The industry needs to cease its 
guessing game when determining catastrophe risk and port 
accumulations.”

Folkman added: “The value of global catastrophe-exposed 
cargo is huge and is expected to continue growing.”

JAPAN AND CHINA HOME TO 
WORLD’S RISKIEST PORTS

 PORT ESTIMATED MARINE  
CARGO LOSS

01 Nagoya, Japan $2.3bn

02 Guangzhou, China $2.0bn

03 Plaquemines, LA, US $1.5bn

04 Bremerhaven, Germany $1.0bn

05 New Orleans, LA, US $1.0bn

06 Pascagoula, MS, US $1.0bn

07 Beaumont, TX, US $0.9bn

08 Baton Rouge, LA, US $0.8bn

09 Houston, TX, US $0.8bn

10 Le Havre, France $0.7bn
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Asia-Pacific’s top five 
takeaways from Brexit

01  The Brexit vote provides very little ‘upside’ 
for Asia. This continent has undoubtedly 
benefited most from the past 30 years of expanding 
trade flows. Asian exporters and investors had 
in the UK a vocal advocate for greater free trade 
between the EU and the rest of the world. That 
influence will now go, and more protectionist 
voices among the EU’s remaining major economies 
will come to the fore. However, there is no Brexit 
hysteria in Asia – it is far down the list of concerns 
facing most of the region’s economies.

02  The prospect of Brexit will force major 
Asian investors in the UK, such as 
China and India, to slow or reverse their 
expansion plans. The UK’s attraction as a 
regional platform for many of these investors was 
based on its openness to non-EU investment, 
its physical and financial infrastructure, but also 
its unimpeded access to the wider EU market. 
The form of future UK access to the EU market 
is unclear, but it will not be as favourable as 
before. While a weak pound boosts short-term 
attractiveness, uncertain EU market access will hurt 
the UK as it increasingly competes with European 
neighbours to lure Asian investment.

03  Asia, as a zone of major emerging markets 
is feeling significant short-term currency 
pressure in the wake of the Brexit vote as 
investors seek safety in devices such as 
Japanese government bonds. Particularly 
vulnerable are Asian economies facing their own 
problems with political stability, such as Malaysia, 
coupled with a reliance on oil and commodity 
prices which may slide once again, such as 
Indonesia. Economies such as Vietnam that 
manufacture components for UK goods exported 

On 23 June, the UK voted by a narrow 
margin to leave the European Union after 
43 years. The result’s implications span 
the world. Control Risks senior partner 
Steve Wilford explores what it means for 
the Asia-Pacific region specifically

predominantly into the EU are also exposed. The 
UK’s individual influence in Asia is marginal and 
Brexit is unlikely to have significant diplomatic 
ramifications in the region beyond the possibility 
of a resurrected republican debate in Australia.

04  The Cameron administration’s talk of a 
“golden era” in Sino-UK relations always 
exaggerated the importance of the UK to 
China and looks even more optimistic now. 
Brexit has lost China a keen advocate inside the EU 
– its largest single trading partner – and the utility of 
the UK to China in improving relations with the EU 
has been diminished. China will have huge leverage 
in any trade talks with the UK. Views in China are 
split on the geopolitical impact of Brexit, but it is not 
a major concern. The most pressing implications 
are probably for China’s currency, which is at its 
weakest against the dollar since 2010. London is a 
key hub for offshore renminbi trading.

05  The roughly 1,000 Japanese companies 
doing business in the UK will take a wait-
and-see approach. That uncertainty is likely to 
slow down Japanese direct investment into the 
UK at least for the next few months. Automakers 
like Nissan and Toyota – estimated to employ 
as many as 140,000 people directly or indirectly 
in the UK – are likely to be particularly affected. 
If companies decide to divest from the UK, this 
would be gradual, certainly in manufacturing and 
heavy industry, and would also depend on new 
incentives from Westminster. The impact of Brexit 
uncertainty on global markets could harm Japan’s 
already shaky growth prospects in the next two 
years, for instance by discouraging consumption.

Before the vote, StrategicRISK published a 
special guide to the key risks of Brexit, with 
contributions from academics, legal experts 
and QBE chief executive Richard Pryce.
To download the free guide,  
visit > goo.gl/1vZybL

STRATEGICRISK SPECIAL 
BREXIT REPORT
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Is cyber insurance  
taking off at last?

The insurance industry is stepping up its game 
in the cyber market, but risk managers still feel 
underprepared in dealing with the risk. 

Three major insurers launched new cyber products 
or services in Asia-Pacific the last quarter, including 
Zurich, Chubb and Berkshire Hathaway Specialty 
Insurance. And uptake of the products finally appears 
to be lifting – at least in Australia. 

Insurance broker Aon said it had sold more cyber 
insurance policies to Australian organisations in 
2016 than in all of 2015, a catalyst being high-profile 
hacks. According to the Australian Financial Review, 
Aon wrote five policies in 2013 when the product line 
emerged. Last year it sold 440. This year, 750 policies 
and $5.25m in premiums have crossed its books.

But in a StrategicRISK Australian survey, 
risk managers indicated they still feel woefully 
underprepared. The survey asked them to rate their 
companies’ resilience to 35 risks; targeted cyber 
attacks came in last, meaning risk managers feel less 
prepared and able to mitigate and manage a cyber 
attack than they do a pandemic or a terrorist attack, 
which ranked 31st and 32nd respectively. 

Scentre Group former chief risk officer Eamonn 
Cunningham was surprised. “I would’ve thought that 
most organisations would be much more resilient to 
a targeted cyber attack than they would to a broad-
based pandemic situation, and if they’re not, they 
certainly should be,” he said. 

But XL Catlin Australia boss Robin Johnson said 
cyber’s position was “quite reassuring in a strange way, 
because if you talked to clients at board level several 
years ago, or even a couple of years ago, they would not 
have understood how open they were to cyber attacks. 
Risk managers were being told that it wasn’t really their 
area, that it was IT that should be responsible for it.” 

Giles Crowley, Zurich’s executive general manager, 
global corporate, Australia and New Zealand, agreed 
that cyber was “incredibly difficult” to understand.

“There are new attacks and new ways of attacking 
coming out every single day,” he said. “The key is the 
resilience behind it: how do you accept that you’re 
going to be attacked and put something in place to 
enable you to cope?”

As new cyber products and services hit the  
market, fretful risk managers in Australia  
are showing a sudden surge of interest

FEEL CONFIDENT?

Neglect of corporate social 
responsibility

3.93

Product defect/recall 3.91

Injury to workers 3.89

Fire or damage to property 3.87

Executive/directors liability 3.84

MOST RESILIENT  
(SCORE OUT OF FIVE)

Targeted cyber attack (internal and 
external)

2.87

Failure to innovate 3.09

Non-malicious loss of critical/
customer data

3.18

Terrorist attack 3.22

Pandemic 3.23

LEAST RESILIENT 

“THERE ARE NEW 
ATTACKS AND 
NEW WAYS OF 
ATTACKING COMING 
OUT EVERY SINGLE 
DAY. THE KEY IS 
THE RESILIENCE 
BEHIND IT: HOW DO 
YOU ACCEPT THAT 
YOU’RE GOING TO 
BE ATTACKED AND 
PUT SOMETHING IN 
PLACE TO ENABLE 
YOU TO COPE?”
Zurich executive 
general manager, global 
corporate, Australia  
and New Zealand 
Giles Crowley
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J 
LT’s ebullient, outspoken chief executive, 
Dominic Burke, has repeatedly maintained 
that his company is taking market share 
from rivals Aon, Marsh and Willis. In Australia, 
certainly, all the signs are that this is more 
than just boasting. 

 Five years ago, the country’s corporate broking 
landscape was dominated by Marsh and Aon. Fast-
forward to today, however, and JLT has well and truly 
shaken up the duopoly, representing 13 of the top 50 
companies on the Australian stock exchange. 

But this wasn’t always the case. 
The JLT of Australia today is vastly different from 

what it was a few years ago, according to the country’s 
chief executive, Leo Demer, and deputy chief executive 
Nick Harris. 

The British broker has had a presence in Australia 
for nearly 40 years but, by Demer’s own admission, 
was not “recognised as a real player in the high-end 
corporate” space. 

That changed in 2012 when it established a new 
national placement division, its goal being to boost 
the broker’s corporate book of business. 

Hiring former Aon stalwarts Bob Mann and David 
Stanborough – regarded by many as two of the 
country’s top placement brokers – was key. 

Mann is now chairman of the specialty and 
national placement divisions and Stanborough is the 
latter’s managing director. 

The pair have been key in securing some of 
JLT’s largest corporate wins, including GrainCorp, 
one of Australia’s largest agribusinesses; leading 
international law firm King & Wood Mallesons; and 
Australian real estate group Mirvac. 

Other heavyweight clients include Caltex, 
Wesfarmers, Visy, CIMIC and Aristocrat. 

The firm was also invited to tender recently – 
unsuccessfully, as it turned out – for the Rio Tinto 
account. “Five years ago they would’ve said: ‘Who the 
hell’s JLT’?’” notes Demer. “But things have changed.”

Insurers that StrategicRISK spoke to were vocal 
about the rise of JLT in the corporate space. 

Five years ago, Britain’s JLT was a 
relatively small player in Australia. Now it’s 
challenging the status quo, beating giants 
Aon and Marsh to high-profile contracts

Stefan Feldmann, managing director at HDI Global 
ASEAN & Australasia, said: “For many years, the 
broker of choice for large corporate clients has been 
dominated by Aon and Marsh. JLT are now truly on 
the map as a credible alternative for both clients and 
insurers alike. 

“My perception is that JLT were not invited to 
tender for many corporate accounts, [but] that has 
changed completely. Nowadays you wouldn’t leave 
JLT off your request for tenders. It has introduced 
more competitive dynamics in the marketplace, which 
can only be a benefit for our clients in the long term.”

Chris Colahan, president of Berkshire Hathaway 
Specialty Insurance Australasia, agreed. 

He said: “We talk a lot as an industry about a 
tripartite working relationship and how that ultimately 
leads to the best outcomes for customers. 

“I really do see Bob and his crew as being a 
benchmark for that commitment to, and consistency 
with, a tripartite approach.”

Mann’s client relationships were “extraordinary”, 
Colahan added. 

“Following the arrival of Bob, there has been a 
concerted effort to target and win large corporate 
accounts. They have been very successful and, in my 
opinion, this is down to the strong relationships they 
have had with a number of these clients in past years. 

“Additionally, and very importantly, is how they 
have selected talent from their competitors at all 
levels, matching the needs of the clients they are 
targeting.”

ORGANIC GROWTH
The financials are also impressive. 

Last year, the country’s organic revenues grew by 
6%. This good run stumbled in the first half of 2016, 
however, when it reported organic growth of just 1%. 
This was put down to the significant decline in the 
region’s insurance rates. 

Company reports over the past four years show a 
largely steady contribution from Australia and New 
Zealand’s risk and insurance businesses of about 12% 
to overall group revenues, and underlying trading 
profits that have wavered between £32m (AU$56m) 
and £36m. 

The real story, however, is the growth in the 
region’s employee benefits (EB) businesses. 

The division reported organic revenue growth of 
18% and total revenues of £20.3m last year. Just three 
years ago, they were £5.1m. 

This impressive growth is largely attributable to 

“THERE’S A WHOLE 
HEAP OF PEOPLE 
OUTSIDE WAITING 
FOR YOU TO FAIL 
AND WAITING FOR 
YOU TO DROP THE 
BALL SOMEHOW”
Chief executive,  
JLT Australia  
Leo Demer

The brokers who 
broke the mould
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the broker’s focus on the return-to-work sector, and 
its recent acquisitions of rehabilitation providers 
Recovre and Alpha. The combined group is now one 
of the largest rehabilitation groups in the country, 
processing about 120,000 cases a year.

“The real aspect of that is not just the rehab,” says 
Harris. “It’s about the amount of information and 
data that we now have about what’s going on in the 
market. We can go to clients and say, ‘Here’s what 
happening now, here’s a glimpse of the future, this is 
how you address the issues and here are the products 
we can bespoke and build for you.’”

For example, the data showed a lot of stress-
related illnesses among lawyers, so the broker went 
to market with a bespoke product to address that risk. 
This has been picked up by some of the largest law 
firms in Australia.

People risk as a whole is something that the broker 
is looking to focus on. 

“We’re trying to fill that gap and we’re linking all 
aspects of people risk together, so whether it be a 
workers’ comp risk, or an income protection risk, or a 
healthcare risk, or an absentee risk, it’s all the same 
thing,” says Harris. 

“So we’re going to focus on that and we’ll definitely 
be looking to grow that.”

More acquisitions may also be on the cards. In 
Australia, says Demer, the firm is always talking to at 
least half a dozen organisations. 

“For us, culture is really important. We have  
done some deals despite the culture and we learned 
that that’s not the way to do it,” he adds. 

“You find out during the negotiation process 
whether it’s going to fit.”

GOOD NEIGHBOURS
All of the growth means that the team has outgrown 
its office space and will be moving to level 38 at 
Sydney’s Grosvenor Place early in the new year. 

One of their new neighbours will be Chubb,  
which is also moving into the building – on levels  
36 and 37.

The insurer’s Australia and New Zealand president, 
John French, says he’s looking forward to being in the 
same building as the broker, which he describes as 
“aggressive” and “professional”.

“They’ve got some highly innovative thinkers 
within their management group, extremely passionate 
about who they work for and the future of the 
company, and they have been really successful in the 
implementation of their strategy,” says French.

“The proof’s in the pudding – their numbers are 
quite impressive.”

For their part, Harris and Demer are somewhat 
wary of how the market has perceived JLT’s rise. 

Demer says: “There’s a danger of perception there 
– you change your business model, you bought in all 
of the best people – there’s a whole heap of people 
outside waiting for you to fail and waiting for you to 
drop the ball somehow. 

“So it’s really important that we just continue to 
deliver all the things that we said we would do.”

And in today’s market, there’ll be no shortage of 
brokers ready to pick up the ball if they do.

“WE’RE LINKING 
ALL ASPECTS 
OF PEOPLE RISK 
TOGETHER, SO 
WHETHER IT BE 
A WORKERS’ 
COMP RISK, 
OR AN INCOME 
PROTECTION RISK, 
OR A HEALTHCARE 
RISK, OR AN 
ABSENTEE RISK, 
IT’S ALL THE  
SAME THING”
Deputy chief executive, 
JLT Australia 
Nick Harris

Recent JLT Australia wins from Aon and Marsh include:

BIG HITTERS

Victoria and South  
Australia Power Networks
Aristocrat
GrainCorp
Qube Logistics

RCR Tomlinson
Beech Energy
Mirvac
Vic Water Boards

JLT’S TURNOVER BY 
LOCATION OF CLIENT

Source: Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group plc Annual Report 2015

Turnover = Revenue excluding investment income

UK

Americas

Asia

Australia 
& New 

Zealand

Europe
Rest of the 

World

32%

£1.16bn

29%
15%

12%

8%
4%
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Lloyd’s and PARIMA team up to train; RMS launches its 
first online certification exam; there’s a boost for women 
in reinsurance; and 16 cities feel the benefits of inclusion

“WE AIM TO RAISE 
THE PROFILE AND 
PROFESSIONALISM 
OF THE RISK 
MANAGEMENT 
INDUSTRY IN THE 
REGION AND THE 
VITALLY IMPORTANT 
ROLE THESE 
PEOPLE PLAY”
Chief executive,  
Lloyd’s Asia-Pacific 
Kent Chaplin

Self-development and 
diversity on the agenda

The Singapore Reinsurers’ Association 
(SRA) has created a Women in 
Reinsurance (WiRE) Sub-Committee 
to support women in the reinsurance 
industry.

An affiliate of the Sydney chapter 
of WiRE, the Singapore chapter 
operates as a sub-committee of the 
SRA but with its own charter and 
slate of sub-committee members 
drawn from various SRA member 
companies.

Its convenor is IAG Re Singapore 
client relationship manager Mary 

Perry, who was one of the founders of 
the new Singapore WiRE branch.

She said: “WiRE is here to 
inspire and support women in 
the reinsurance industry through 
networking, knowledge-sharing and 
mentoring activities, through which 
we aim to recognise and celebrate 
the achievements and contribution 
that professional women make to the 
reinsurance industry.”

The first activity in WiRE’s agenda 
will be the Dive In Festival, a diversity 
and inclusion initiative of Inclusion@

Lloyd’s that will be held in several 
cities worldwide, including Singapore, 
this month (for details, see story 
opposite).

SRA chairman Alain Flandrin  
said: “Women represent half  
the workforce in our industry, with 
many already in senior management 
and executive roles. We believe 
WiRE’s programmes will complement 
the SRA’s wider industry outreach 
goals, and help draw greater interest 
in the reinsurance industry as a 
career of choice.”

WOMEN IN REINSURANCE ‘WIRE’ LAUNCHED IN SINGAPORE

Lloyd’s shares its insights with PARIMA members
Risk professionals converged on Singapore in 
August for the first ever Lloyd’s-PARIMA Professional 
Development Programme.

The two-day seminar, held from 30-31 August, was 
designed to build knowledge and expertise for the 17 
risk managers who attended from Australia, Japan, 
the Philippines and Singapore.

PARIMA executive director Stacey Huang said: 
“The dialogue and interests generated from the 
discussions show the strong appetite risk managers 
in Asia-Pacific have to better equip themselves about 
the market.”

The programme provided participants with an 
overview of the Lloyd’s insurance market, insight 
into the latest emerging risks, an understanding of 
the underwriting process and how a risk is priced, an 
understanding of international insurance regulations 

and their impact on insurance programmes, and how 
claims are handled.

Lloyd’s Asia-Pacific chief executive Kent Chaplin 
said: “We were delighted to host the first group of risk 
managers and share our risk expertise.

“Lloyd’s provides first-class educational and 
networking programmes for risk managers, brokers 
and insurance professionals across the world and 
through this partnership with PARIMA, we aim to 
raise the profile and professionalism of the risk 
management industry in the Asia-Pacific region 
and the vitally important role these people play in 
protecting their organisations.”

The next Lloyd’s-PARIMA Professional 
Development Programme will take place in Hong 
Kong on 14-15 November 2016. Applications close 
on 30 September.
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Touring festival Dive In 
celebrates diversity and 
inclusion among insurers
Lloyd’s, the specialist (re)insurance market, has 
launched a global festival that aims to celebrate 
diversity and inclusion in the insurance industry.

The event, called Dive In, will run from 27-29 
September and will feature events in 16 cities 
including Singapore, Sydney and Shanghai.

Themes covered include multicultural diversity, 
gender diversity, LGBTI and workability, which covers 
both physical and mental health.

Dive In first launched as a local event for the 
London Market in 2015, with more than 2,000 
registered attendees. Sydney will be the first city to 
kick off this year’s festival. Lloyd’s Australia general 
representative Chris Mackinnon said Lloyd’s Australia 
was “overwhelmed with the support” from the 
Australian insurance community on the event.

“The feedback that we have had suggests that 
whilst there is a high level of awareness around the 
benefits and advantages of a diverse and inclusive 
workplace, the opportunities to drive home that 
message and promote its execution can be limited. 
The Dive In Festival creates the perfect environment 
to showcase our commitment as an industry to offer a 
diverse and inclusive working environment,” he said.

XL Catlin chief regional officer Kelly Lyles added: 
“Not only must our industry champion diversity to 
attract and retain the best and brightest minds; we 
must each look for, seize and create opportunities to 
strengthen diversity and lead the change we want to 
see in our industry.”

Lloyd’s Asia-Pacific chief executive Kent Chaplin 
said: “Inclusive workplaces encourage better employee 
engagement, better job satisfaction, improved 
productivity and better solutions to customers’ needs. 
Ultimately these will drive better business results.”

In Singapore, Lloyd’s will kick off the festival with 
a Diversity – Why We Should Care panel discussion 
and networking event on the afternoon of Tuesday 27 
September; on day two, Allianz and Aon will host an 
event highlighting Un-biasing our Unconscious Bias; 
on day three, Allied World will host a Youth Mentoring 
event and in the afternoon the Women in Reinsurance 
(WiRE) group will host a panel discussion Embracing 
Diversity – My Entrepreneur Journey.

For more information visit > diveinfestival.com

RIMS is now accepting applications for the first online 
RIMS-Certified Risk Management Professional certification 
(RIMS-CRMP) exam. 

With its online accessibility, the recently launched 
certification now gives risk management professionals 
from around the world an opportunity to further 
demonstrate their knowledge and commitment to 
professional excellence.  

Risk professionals interested in taking the online exam 
for RIMS-CRMP are encouraged to apply early as testing 
sites can fill up quickly. 

Eligible practitioners will be able to take the online 
exam at their convenience from 15 October through to 
15 December. Additional test-taking windows will be 
available in 2017.

RIMS chief executive Mary Roth said: “One of the 
greatest challenges risk professionals face is being able 
to effectively demonstrate the value they bring to the 
organisation.

“The RIMS-CRMP certification allows practitioners to 
show leadership that they are dedicated to their craft, 
in tune with the latest trends and best practices and 
passionate about sustaining a strong risk management 
programme within their organisation.”

To be eligible for the RIMS-CRMP, practioners must 
either have a bachelor’s degree or a global equivalent 
in risk management and one year of full-time work 
experience in risk management; or a bachelor’s degree or 
global equivalent in a non-risk management-related field 
and three years of full-time risk management employment. 

If the individual does not hold a bachelor’s degree or 
a global equivalent, they must have seven years of risk 
management experience. 

Possessing an Associate in Risk Management (ARM) 
and/or a Canadian Risk Management (CRM) designation 
accounts for two years of risk management experience.

In April 2016, RIMS administered the first RIMS-CRMP 
exam in person. Ninety risk professionals now hold the 
RIMS-CRMP certification.  

 
RIMS-CRMP certification holders are recognised with:
• A certificate; 
• the right to list the RIMS-CRMP initials after their name;
• recognition on the RIMS-CRMP website as a certification 

holder; and
• recognition in the RIMS Annual Conference Guide 

distributed to all attendees.

For more information visit > RIMS.org/certification

RIMS OPENS APPLICATIONS FOR 
NEW ONLINE CERTIFICATION EXAM
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On taking up his new role, Bates told StrategicRISK: 
“I’m incredibly flattered and very proud to be sitting in 
the chair as the new president of RIMS Australasia but 
I’m deeply saddened to see someone of the calibre of 
Brad leaving.

“I’d like to thank him enormously and I hope to 
continue his good work. 

“Brad has rekindled the [RIMS Australasia] profile. 
He has ensured a growth in membership and a growth 
in commitment from our foundation sponsors, and 
has been instrumental in setting us up for success as 
an organisation going forward.” 

So, how exactly does Bates and his new board plan 
to take RIMS forward, and give members a reason to 
join and stay? 

The first priorities will be to introduce more events 
and target the younger generation. 

“We’re going to tap into some of the magnificent 
young talent that we have in risk management in 
Australia,” Bates says. 

“We need to improve membership depth and 
actually enhance the membership involvement 

“T
here are quite a few risk 
management organisations  
out there, so we need to give 
risk managers a reason to 
join and existing members a 
reason to stay.” 

That’s the view of Kevin Bates, the new Risk 
and Insurance Management Society (RIMS) 
Australasia president. 

He’s not wrong. In Australia alone, risk managers 
are spoilt for choice when it comes to member-
body associations. Aside from RIMS, there’s the 
Risk Management Institution of Australasia, the 
Risk Management Association of Australia and the 
Australian and New Zealand Institute of Insurance 
and Finance, to name but a few. Beyond that, there’s 
the Pan-Asia Risk and Insurance Management 
Association, which was also rumoured to be testing 
the waters recently for an Australian chapter. 

RIMS, arguably the largest global risk 
management association, has been largely 
inconspicuous in Australasia over the past few years, 
aside from its annual conference. But Bates and a 
newly elected board have their sights clearly set on 
boosting the association’s profile.

Bates, the Lend Lease group head of risk and 
insurance, was unanimously voted into the role in 
July. He replaces Brad Tymmons, the former head of 
risk at EnergyAustralia, who stepped aside from RIMS 
earlier in the month as a result of his taking up a new 
role at an insurance broker. 

Tymmons had been president of the association 
for 18 months. 

GENDER EQUALITY
At the meeting that voted Bates in, two new board 
members were also elected: Alicia Genet, group risk 
and audit manager at Santos, and Kerry Bakkerus, 
risk and privacy manager at Counties Manukau 
Health. These appointments mean that the eight-
member board now has an equal number of men 
and women – one of the few, if not the only boards to 
do so in the Australian risk and insurance space. 

With a new president and two fresh faces on the board, 
RIMS Australasia plans to introduce more events and 
target the emerging generation of risk professionals

A society that’s  
young at heart

MEET THE NEW RIMS AUSTRALASIA BOARD 

Lend Lease group 
head of risk and 
insurance Kevin 
Bates (president)

Vector chief 
risk officer Kate 
Beddoe (deputy 
president)

Goodman Group 
head of insurance 
Cathy Murray 

“IT’S REALLY 
IMPORTANT TO 
KEEP THE YOUNG 
PROFESSIONALS 
IN THE INDUSTRY 
AND GIVE THEM 
SOMETHING THAT 
THEY CAN REALLY 
GET THEIR TEETH 
STUCK INTO” 
RIMS Australasia  
board member 
Cathy Murray
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and the experience and the value that we as an 
organisation provide to them. We need to provide 
stakeholder returns to our founding partners.” 

The first event of the new board – a pub quiz, 
sponsored by Zurich – was on 17 August in Sydney. 
Similar events in other cities are expected to follow. 

In the coming weeks, the association will also be 
launching a Stars of the Future programme.

RIMS members will be able to nominate risk 
professionals under 35 years of age and the chosen 
individual will be invited to a dinner with an insurer or 
broker “hosting partner” and a RIMS board member. 

“We’ll do that in Auckland, Sydney, Melbourne, and 
hopefully in Adelaide and Perth also,” Bates says. 

“The idea is to have that more youthful and 
innovative look at what’s going on in our space, 
because it’s easy for us to get set in our ways. It’s 
always important to keep tabs on what the future, 
and what best practice, look like.”

Fellow RIMS Australasia board member Cathy 
Murray adds: “It’s really important to keep the 
young professionals in the industry and give 

MEET THE NEW RIMS AUSTRALASIA BOARD 

Orica group 
manager risk and 
insurance Peter 
Sterry

Former Scentre 
Group  
chief risk officer  
Eammon 
Cunningham

Alicia Genet, group 
risk and audit 
manager at Santos

Kerry Bakkerus, 
risk and privacy 
manager at 
Counties Manukau 
Health

Wesfarmers group 
risk manager John 
Evans

them something that they can really get their 
teeth stuck into.”

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
The group will also continue its risk roundtable events, 
according to Murray. “These are more focused on risk 
and insurance managers, but we are also looking at 
going into the brokers and carriers more and giving 
them our perspective on risk and insurance.”

It’s the networking element of RIMS, and the 
members’ collective acumen, that both Murray and 
Bates say is the biggest benefit of membership. 

Murray, who worked at Marsh for 20 years prior to 
her current role, points to the multitude of information 
sessions and courses on offer, aimed at helping 
members learn about insurance and risk. 

She says RIMS Australasia is exceptional because of 
its “diverse collection” of members. 

“A lot of them have been in the insurance industry 
or have specific legal or technical backgrounds and 
that’s what makes the RIMS networking opportunity 
more interesting,” she says.
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“I
n a construction and engineering company, 
you’re up against optimism bias. Even when 
they’re seeing projects go wrong, they always 
believe they’ll get the next project right.” 

According to Bronwyn Friday –  group 
general manager, risk management, at John 

Holland – this is one of the key risk management challenges 
in the construction and engineering industry. And she should 
know. A construction manager by trade, Friday has worked in 
risk management at John Holland for the past eight years.

But her role, and the company, have evolved significantly 
over that time, she tells StrategicRISK. 

One driving force has been the company’s ownership. 
In April last year, the Australian-headquartered business 
was sold by Leighton Holdings to China Communications 
Construction Company, the largest listed company in the 
international infrastructure and engineering sector. 

New owners means a new risk appetite and risk tolerance. 
“We’re still in the process of getting to know our new 

owners and getting to understand what they need, and 
what’s just a legacy from our old owner versus what’s going to 
actually generate benefits for us,” says Friday. 

Indeed, when she spoke to StrategicRISK, she was putting 
the finishing touches on her enterprise risk management 
board report. 

OPEN TO PERSUASION
“In two months’ time I’ll have a much better sense of where 
they sit [on ERM],” she says. But her feeling is that they will 
be more willing to take on risk than their predecessor. 

“I wouldn’t say they’re risk-aggressive, but they’re more 
open for us to have a conversation that we’re confident taking 
a risk on to win a job. The board and the management team 
are in a sweet dance at the moment of trying to understand 
what is the actual risk profile.”

This is evolving as new business opportunities arise, and 
the company seeks to expand into new markets and change 
its strategy. 

“They want us to be a development and investment 
company. They want us to develop our own [projects] and 
they also want us to go overseas,” she says. 

The global expansion play shouldn’t be a surprise, 
given the state of the construction and engineering market 
in Australia. 

Like most of its peers, John Holland has shrunk 
significantly over the past few years as the country’s pipeline 
of work has dried up. 

“At the moment, we’re focused on Singapore and as our 
owners get more confident, they will express where we can 
start looking outside that, but they do have a desire to take 
our skillset and the brand further than Australia. And they 
also want to own more of these operational businesses,” 
says Friday. 

“It’s been a big slog to get through the last two years, 
through the sales process and the new owners getting to 
know us, but now it’s getting exciting,” she adds. 

She thinks the acquisition allowed her team to look at the 
business through fresh eyes. 

“There were times in the sales process where we looked 
like we could be split apart, and so we wanted to make sure 
that all parts of the business would be successful as it went 
forward and so we also developed an org structure for a split 
business. In the end it didn’t happen, but that was quite a 
valuable process to go through,” she says. 

From setting up frameworks around strategy and business 
planning to pricing risk in pre-contracts, Friday’s role now 
covers both corporate risk management and project risk 
management. It’s this division of work that keeps her engaged.

“I love working with engineers [and] being in a company 
that builds things and makes things,” she says. 

The Chinese have bought Australian construction and 
engineering firm John Holland. Risk manager Bronwyn Friday 
suspects they’ll be more adventurous than their predecessors
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‘The past two years were a 
slog. Now it’s getting exciting’
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“I WOULDN’T SAY 
THEY’RE RISK-
AGGRESSIVE, BUT 
THEY’RE MORE OPEN 
FOR US TO HAVE A 
CONVERSATION THAT 
WE’RE CONFIDENT 
TAKING A RISK ON 
TO WIN A JOB. THE 
BOARD AND THE 
MANAGEMENT TEAM 
ARE IN A SWEET 
DANCE AT THE 
MOMENT OF TRYING 
TO UNDERSTAND 
WHAT IS THE ACTUAL 
RISK PROFILE” 
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“There aren’t many [risk] jobs out there 
that you can be so embedded in how the 
company is actually doing the work and I 
really love it.” 

She also thrives on the ups and downs 
of the sector. “The construction industry’s a 
rollercoaster – you have incredible booms 
and incredible busts. 

“Where in Western Australia and 
Queensland we’re in utter bust – there’s 
just hardly anything there – in Sydney and 
Melbourne there are more major projects 
than we’ve seen for decades.” 

Friday graduated from her construction 
management degree during one of those 
busts. Work opportunities were scarce in 
the mid-90s and she bounced between 
companies, changing firms depending 
on the project, before landing a project 
management role at GE. 

Her introduction to risk management 
didn’t come until a few years later, however, 
when she took a role at Marsh Risk 
Consulting. 

Corporate risk management roles at 
PowerCor and Fosters followed, meaning 
Friday could cement her skills in using risk 
management to empower strategic and 
business decisions. 

“If we are not enhancing how [executives] 
can make a business decision then I don’t 

see any value for doing risk management,” 
she says. 

CLIMBING A MOUNTAIN
So, how does she challenge the common 
perception of risk management as being a 
‘handbrake’ to progress?

“Sometimes I don’t. Sometimes I sit there 
and think I have no idea how to go forward. 
Then I go back to what a really good mentor 
told me – the only way to eat the elephant is 
to keep eating,” she says. 

“I have already climbed half the mountain 
and I just look at all the more I’d like to 
see happen, which I don’t think is all that 
different from any risk manager I’ve ever met. 

“We can always see how we can help 
make better decisions for the business; it’s 
just how much time and effort the business 
wants to put into it being focused on risk 
management versus they believe they 
already do it well enough.”

At the moment, innovation and corporate 
governance are two of the key areas that 
Friday is helping the business to navigate. 

“If we can’t keep with or ahead of 
innovation that’s happening across the 
industry, then you can get yourself lost 
behind,” she says. 

From 6D modelling to robotics, drones, 
the Internet of Things and 3D printing, 

massive change is happening right across 
the industry. 

“It’s that sort of innovation that we need 
to be right there or ahead of it to be offering 
clients and to stay relevant to the industry. 
But all of these innovations also bring new 
risks,” she says. 

They are also, typically, being introduced 
by smaller, more agile companies, which 
presents another challenge. 

“The business is literally in this decision 
process at the moment in how do we allow 
ourselves to be agile and resilient as a 
company by having the right governance 
structure and the right operating model. I 
don’t think we’re there yet,” Friday says. 

Another big risk is resources. “At the 
moment there are resources out there – 
you’ve got them all flowing off the oil and gas 
and mining jobs. 

“But there’s a point on the mega-jobs 
where we’re going to hit not being able to 
have the resources in the industry to support 
all of them,” she says. 

Despite facing the trifecta of smaller 
turnover, fewer resources and new owners, 
Friday remains upbeat. 

“Risk management gave me the skillset 
to understand that you can focus on what’s 
going wrong but the aim is to work out how 
to make it go right,” she says.

1949 
John Holland 
creates a new 
Australian 
engineering and 
construction 
company known as 
John Holland & Co. 

1950
John Holland & Co 
wins its first major 
civil engineering 
project: the 
construction of a 
water treatment and 
power station plant 
at Australian Paper 
Manufacturers at 
Fairfield, Victoria.

1990
Janet Holmes à 
Court’s Heytesbury 
acquires John 
Holland. This year 
also sees John 
Holland secure the 
contract to build the 
$180m Toyota car 
manufacturing plant 
in Altona, which 
was then the largest 
contract secured by 
the company. 

2000
Leighton Holdings 
acquires a 70% stake 
in John Holland. 
This increased to 
99% in 2004 and 
100% in December 
2007. 

2004
Work-in-hand 
surpasses $2bn and 
John Holland wins 
its most significant 
project to date – the 
$2.5bn EastLink 
project in a joint 
venture with Thiess. 

April 2015
John Holland is 
purchased by China 
Communications 
Construction 
Company 
International, a 
subsidiary of China 
Communications 
Construction 
Company, the 
largest listed firm 
in the international 
infrastructure and 
engineering sector

2016
John Holland says 
its work-in-hand is 
$5.5bn. It has about 
5,000 employees 
and has some 100 
projects in progress 
at any given time.
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THE CONSTRUCTION 
INDUSTRY’S A 
ROLLERCOASTER – YOU 
HAVE INCREDIBLE BOOMS 
AND INCREDIBLE BUSTS. 
WHEREAS IN WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA AND 
QUEENSLAND WE’RE IN 
UTTER BUST – THERE’S 
HARDLY ANYTHING 
THERE – IN SYDNEY AND 
MELBOURNE THERE ARE 
MORE MAJOR PROJECTS 
THAN WE’VE SEEN FOR 
DECADES”
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How Yates of the Yard is 
keeping shoppers safe 

Scotland Yard’s former counter-terrorism boss says 
the Nice attack is a “wake-up call” for Australia. 

John Yates, now director of security for Scentre 
Group, which operates Westfield shopping centres, 
said Australians have “always thought they are 
slightly immunised from the big, geopolitical shocks 
elsewhere, but increasingly that’s not the case”. 

Speaking to StrategicRISK, Yates said the Nice 
attack was a “sharp reminder of the ease with 
which this can happen and the challenges and the 
difficulties of preventing it”. 

“Could France happen, here? There’s absolutely 
no reason why it couldn’t,” he said, adding that it 
would be “reckless” to think otherwise. 

“The message for Australia is let’s learn from 
what’s happened elsewhere and get ahead of the 
curve before it happens, rather than wait for a signal 
event that will make us change.”

Yates – who was known in his old job as ‘Yates 
of the Yard’ – said the biggest challenge is that the 
environment is changing so rapidly, and causing 
companies to reassess their thinking “around what’s 
appropriate and what’s proportionate” when it 
comes to security. 

He recommended companies promote and train 
“a curious workforce as opposed to a courteous 
workforce”.

“The message we’re doing internally is that 
security is not done to you, it’s done with you, and 
every member of the company is part of it. If you can 

move to that position then actually we’ve got a chance 
of preventing things happening.” 

He also advocates expanding the use of security 
technology, a closer coordination and agreed 
protocols with local law enforcement, and investing 
in security training so that staff feel empowered and 
supported to act. 

“It shouldn’t be complicated … keep it simple and 
keep it relevant,” he said. 

Shopping centres have been known targets of 
recent terrorism activity. 

Last year, a couple were jailed for preparing 
terrorist acts on a Westfield shopping centre in London 
and video footage also emerged of Muslim extremists 
urging attacks on shopping malls in Western countries.

“We are a seemingly vulnerable place – a place of 
entertainment and where we want to attract people, 
and yet this is a crowded place, so it poses all of these 
security challenges,” Yates said. 

He added that there was a “fine balance” between 
being fearful and being cautious.

“Most of your workforce now will read and see and 
watch the TV, so they’re getting as good a briefing as 
what the intelligence agencies used to get 25 years 
ago,” he said. 

“The important thing is to keep it in context, so they 
understand where we’re operating and where that 
threat meets the business.”

Yates has a direct line to the chief executive 
and says his role is “mostly helping other leaders 
understand what they need to be doing and why 
it’s important”.

“It’s not just about terrorism, it’s serious organised 
crime, it’s money laundering, it’s fraud and corruption, 
it’s cyber… You look at the big threats facing most 
organisations and that’s what it’s about.

“Australia is a fantastic country and a fantastic 
country to do business in. We’ve just got to be alive to 
what’s going on in the rest of the world and not think 
that we’re immune to it,” he said.

“THE MESSAGE 
FOR AUSTRALIA IS 
LET’S LEARN FROM 
WHAT’S HAPPENED 
ELSEWHERE  
AND GET AHEAD  
OF THE CURVE” 
Scentre Group  
director of security 
John Yates

Counter-terrorism expert John Yates, 
formerly of London’s Metropolitan Police, 
says Australia faces a wake-up call
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There’s much to look forward to as 
medicine progresses in leaps and bounds. 
But with new innovations come new risks
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Future healthcare risks 
and their remedies

F
ew societal developments can match 
progress in healthcare. According to the 
World Health Organisation, the total 
global expenditure for health is $6.5 
trillion. As health and its perpetuation 
is seen as an objective good in every 

society, we can expect this trajectory of investment, 
development and innovation to continue unabated 
into the future. Today’s children are expected to reach 
100 years old, and it is healthcare technology that will 
carry them there.

As this ever-expanding circle of healthcare 
development spreads, the risks will be broad, fast 
to develop and vital to mitigate. Just as the medical 
motto goes, prevention is better than cure, the same 
applies to the risk management implications of 
healthcare developments. So, what will the provision 
of healthcare look like in 10 years’ time? And what 
are the key medical advances that are expected to 
transform healthcare as we know it today? 

THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE
Mohit Grover, life sciences and health care industry 
leader, Deloitte Southeast Asia, says there will be five 
major aspects to the healthcare provision of the future.

“Firstly, patient-centred healthcare: everything 
from diagnosis, drugs to medical devices will be 
custom-designed to seamlessly integrate into a 
patient’s daily life.

“Secondly, wearables will be at the forefront: always 
on and constantly collecting data, these peripherals are 
the basis of the medicalised quantified self.”

Next on the list are digitised and decentralised 
doctors with improved connectivity and miniaturised 
diagnostic technology.

“Then there is the rise of the machines, including 
medical robots and artificial intelligence creating 
more efficient healthcare platforms that are powered 
by the insights of data analytics,” Grover says.

“Lastly, we will see evolved healthcare services 
that will be consumed continuously, lending itself to 
a subscription-based business model that focuses on 
high productivity and asset-light strategies.”

Ben McLaughlin, head of Baker & McKenzie’s Asia-
Pacific Healthcare Group, says many forces are driving 
the rapid changes, from a rising middle class with 
money to pay for enhanced services, to government 
efforts to stem the rising tide of healthcare costs.

He adds: “There will be a focus on the delivery of 
medical services to people in their homes, rather than 
in a doctor’s surgery or a hospital. Much of this will 
be long-distance delivery of services, through tele-
medicine, both for diagnosis and for therapy.

“There will be an increase in innovative, 
technology-driven healthcare solutions looking at 

We are staring at a decade of 
rapid healthcare development and 
innovation. What risks will these 
achievements create and how can 
risk managers mitigate them? 

“EVERYTHING 
FROM DIAGNOSIS, 
DRUGS TO MEDICAL 
DEVICES WILL BE 
CUSTOM-DESIGNED 
TO SEAMLESSLY 
INTEGRATE INTO  
A PATIENT’S  
DAILY LIFE”
Life sciences and health 
care industry leader, 
Deloitte Southeast Asia 
Mohit Grover
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2. Wearables
A smart watch serves to monitor the 
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“TECHNOLOGY 
CREATES A NEW 
RISK EXPOSURE, 
SUCH AS THE 
POTENTIAL 
FOR LEAKS OF 
PERSONAL DATA”
AIG head of liabilities risk 
consulting, Asia-Pacific 
Sheri Wilbanks

Sheri Wilbanks, head of liabilities risk consulting 
Asia-Pacific, AIG says: “Healthcare providers will be 
looking to leverage technology for improving patient 
outcomes, controlling expenses and ensuring 
patient safety. Smartphone and tablet-enabled 
apps are now being used to lead patients at home 
through physical therapy routines.”

Such apps encourage the patient to comply with 
the regimen on a daily basis as prescribed, says 
Wilbanks, and reduces the amount of patient travel, 
which can be burdensome for elderly people.

Grover points to several major impacts on 
hospitals, healthcare providers and patients. “Across 
the world, public healthcare delivery is under 
pressure and will find difficulty bearing the burden 
and cost of caring for aging populations,” he says.

“The trend will be towards preventative care, 
system-level integration, and better defining 
accountability for overall holistic health of 
populations, rather than episodic and transaction-
based treatments.”

According to Grover, there will also be emerging 
financial models, a move away from national 
health management to more regional and local 
solutions, and strategies to address cost issues and 
administrative waste.

MAJOR RISK AREAS
These various healthcare developments will 
produce a wide range of risks, centrally linked to the 
marriage of technology and treatment.

“Technology creates a new risk exposure, such 
as the potential for leaks of personal data or the 
potential for internet-connected devices to be 
compromised,” Wilbanks says.

“The connectivity of devices is a powerful tool 
for achieving better patient outcomes in an efficient 
manner, but that connectivity is a vulnerable point. 

“There is the possibility for third parties to enter 
and disrupt the device functionality through the 
connectivity point, or in general for the ‘drop’ in 
connectivity to make the device ineffective.”

Deloitte has identified three major regulatory 
and compliance risks arising from the future model: 
cyber security, patient and product safety, and fraud 
and abuse. Grover says: “On cyber security, when a 
medical device itself, or the integrity and availability 
of its data, is compromised due to a security breach, 
the loss of integrity may lead to faulty data which, in 
turn, may cause the device to malfunction or result 
in incorrect care decisions by medical practitioners.”

prevention rather than just treatment. [Currently] 
we only tend to receive medical attention if we are 
ill and usually rely on symptoms to drive us to seek a 
qualified medical opinion. Technology will be used to 
prevent us from becoming sick.”

Advances such as wearable technology, genome 
sequencing, collection, mining and analysis of big 
data, 3-D printing, nanotechnology, regenerative 
medicine, bionic technologies, and exoskeleton 
technology – to name just a few – will bring about 
this transformation.

FEELING THE IMPACT
Of course, these new healthcare developments will 
have profound implications on hospitals, healthcare 
providers and patients.

12
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“On patient and product safety, gaps still exist 
in terms of responding to unusual risk events and 
patient safety controls. Regulators must invest in 
new capabilities, such as assessing information 
governance and cyber security, to meet new 
expectations from clinicians and patients.

“On fraud and abuse, regulators are putting 
emphasis on their scrutiny in their fraud and abuse 
enforcement efforts. An effective fraud and abuse 
analytic programme will likely allow enterprises to 
identify risks in real time, adjust to mitigate them, 
and avoid the potential burdens of government 
investigations and enforcement actions.”

RISK MANAGER PERSPECTIVE
In view of the wide range of innovations, how do risk 
managers go about mitigating the related risks? 

Wilbanks says: “Risk managers may need to 
consult various individuals within their organisation to 
better understand what role technology plays in their 
healthcare organisation. Summarising this with a risk 
register is the first step in managing this exposure.

“Secondly, risk managers should consult with 
specialists and consultants in the technology risk and 
cyber risk fields. Lastly, risk managers would benefit 
from reviewing their risk mitigation techniques, both 
risk management and risk transfer devices.” 

Sam Chee, risk manager, Parkway Pantai, foresees 
new medical malpractice liabilities and privacy 
vulnerabilities. “Risk managers need to understand 
new technologies being employed in a healthcare 
setting and work with stakeholders to manage the 
risks,” says Chee. “For example, the use of third-
party mobile health applications may require us 
to either limit the detail of medical records, from a 
largely operational perspective, or invest in our own 
applications and storage solution to manage cyber 
risks, from a largely IT security perspective.”

Northern Health director of risk management 
Matthew Soo says there are two general risk treatment 
strategies for the medical advances of the future.

“Firstly, have a nominated governance body, such 
as a new technologies committee, reporting up to the 
executive and board, comprised of clinical and quality 
and safety representatives and OHS representatives to 
approve new technologies and regularly monitor their 
implementation,” he says.

“Secondly, have a procedure for screening 
suitability of new technologies – for example, a strong 
evidence base, ethical considerations addressed [and] 
privacy issues addressed.”

For Kelvin Han, ERM manager of 
National Healthcare Group, two 
future healthcare risks loom 
large: augmented reality (AR) 
and medical 3D printing.

He says: “Whilst the current 
Pokémon Go craze is bringing 
augmented reality into the 
mainstream, augmented reality 
in healthcare has seen surgeons 
use AR to plan for surgery 
and carry out operations in 
the operating theatre, while 
nurses use AR to find veins 
for injections.” 

Han says the potential 
for medical 3D printing, or 
bioprinting, is tremendous and 
can help address cost, scarcity 
and/or efficacy: “Researchers 
have printed low-cost prosthetic 
parts, tailor-made sensors, 
organs, skin, drugs and even 
tissues with blood vessels.”

Augmented reality
Han says that daily extended 
use of AR may have an impact 
on the physical and emotional 
wellbeing of people, citing 
physical strain, eyestrain, 
nausea, motion sickness and 
flashbacks. The long-term 
implications also remain unclear.

“Risk mitigation may 
include limiting the use of the 
technology until it is more 
matured and investing in better 
AR technology – for example, a 
large field of view, lightweight, 

natural eye optics, natural user 
interface,” he adds.

“There are also privacy and 
security risks, which can be 
mitigated by strengthening IT 
security measures, including 
the encryption of wireless data 
transmissions.”

Medical 3D printing
Medical 3D printing presents 
risks relating to safety, 
economics and unrealistic 
expectations, Han says. 

“With the safety risk, 
look at materials already in 
use and proven in surgery, 
such as titanium. Also rely 
on robust clinical trials and 
obtain regulatory approval for 
new treatments involving 3D 
printing,” he explains.

“With economic risk, medical 
device/implant manufacturers 
are heavily regulated, operate 
thorough testing and have 
deep pockets to absorb the 
cost of liability. Hospitals are 
effectively assuming the risk 
of failure and have to figure 
out how to manage the risk 
exposure accordingly.

“Finally, on unrealistic 
expectations, risk managers 
must work with a 3D printing 
company to fully understand 
the technology, including 
limitations, in order to manage 
expectations of the public, 
patients and staff.”

THESE BREAKTHROUGHS 
HAVE THEIR DOWNSIDES
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It can be a lengthy and costly process for hospitals when they 
become embroiled in medical negligence cases.  

Edmund Kronenburg, managing partner of Singapore law 
firm Braddell Brothers, says patients’ claims fall into three 
categories: pre-treatment or pre-surgery, the treatment or 
surgery itself, and post-treatment or surgery. Most, he says, 
“involve an allegation that the doctor or surgeon did not 
obtain proper consent for the procedure, usually an omission 
to mention a possible adverse outcome or withholding side-
effects, risks or some important aspect of the procedure”.

Mal Byrne, partner at law firm Tindall Gask Bentley, agrees 
that some complications can be due to surgical error or lack 
of follow-up care. “Plastic surgeons are often the subject of 
complaint due to the amount people pay for procedures 
and because surgeons are competing for work and raise 
expectations of patients about the outcome,” he says.

Dealing with claims is a drain on hospitals’ resources, 
says Kronenburg. It involves “not only management time, 
but having doctors and/or nurses being removed from active 
duty” since they have to attend lawyers’ offices or court. 

Byrne says public hospitals face huge challenges due to 
lack of funding, inexperienced staff working long hours with 
insufficient supervision and increasing demand.

 In association with

Leesa Soulodre, chief reputation risk officer, innovation advisor and 
digital director, RL Expert Group, says healthcare providers have two 
significant exposures: reputation and loss of reimbursements. The 
premise of healthcare risk management, she adds, “is that the risk 
manager should immediately identify, detect and report incidents 
and hospital-acquired patient injuries with liability potential”.

Soulodre says risk managers’ primary role is that of focusing on 
improving patient safety and overall standards of care, including 
both the health of the patient and the minimisation of financial risk.

A comprehensive risk monitoring and oversight regime, she says, 
“includes a life-cycle risk management approach to continuously 
defining clinical standards, ongoing reviews of patient outcomes, the 
systematic gathering and utilisation of data and ongoing monitoring 
of clinical practice”.  

THE ROLE OF RISK MANAGERS

As the medical negligence landscape shifts, 
we look at the impact on hospitals and how 
risk managers can mitigate the dangers

SPONSORED WORD

WE MUST LOOK 
AT PATIENT 
AND HEALTH 
WORKER ISSUES 
TOGETHER

BY DR. AILEEN KILLEN, 
head of healthcare risk consulting, AIG

The healthcare industry is ever-evolving, 
undergoing significant changes as 
organisations face increased demand 
universally, the challenges of servicing a 
growing ageing population, and rising costs for 
delivery of care. The healthcare workforce is 
central to these organisations’ objectives.

However, workers are increasingly strained 
with high workloads and a range of health and 
safety issues. Traditional hazards like trips and 
falls are still the leading cause of healthcare 
worker injuries in Asia-Pacific and globally. But 
workers today are also exposed to biohazards, 
aggressive patients and risks from advanced 
medical equipment and treatments.

In recent years, healthcare workers 
benefited from increased knowledge and 
solutions for preventing some of those 
routine hazards, and from better technology 
such as height-adjustable electric beds, 
ceiling-mounted lifts and spring-loaded 
retractable syringes.

In addition to physical injuries, hospital 
nurses have a higher risk of experiencing 
psychiatric incidents. Minor psychiatric 
morbidities include feelings of tension, anger, 
anxiety, depressed mood, mental fatigue and 
sleep disturbance. And while mental disorders 
such as major depression and anxiety 
disorders are less common, often they are 
induced or aggravated by the work stress. 

Risk managers play an important role in  
co-ordinating a holistic view of the safety 
profile of an organisation, looking at patient 
and worker concerns together. Risk managers 
must also create a learning organisation 
whereby both patient and worker-related 
incidents are fairly examined to identify the 
root cause, regardless of the outcome.

> For details visit www.aig.com/patientsafety
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Mitigating medicine’s 
(alleged) costly slip-ups
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Special report:  
Product recall  
Recalling a product is a potentially 
crippling step – and the digital revolution 
has made it even riskier than ever
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“Advances in technology allow producers of 
products to more accurately identify where raw 
materials come from and this helps them to recoup 
costs from companies down the supply chain.”

Kelly says raw material producers tended to hold 
the view that they were protected from recall costs 
recouping because it is too difficult for them to be 
identified accurately. Not any more, however.

“In the context of technology in the automotive 
industry, there is an increasing trend towards 
platform standardisation, and sharing this can result 
in higher recall costs – because if there is an issue 
with one platform, it can impact a higher number of 
vehicles across numerous brands,” notes Kelly.

She says the key issues for food and beverage 
and auto companies – today and moving forward 
– include the impact of globalisation, increased 
traceability for recalls, reputation issues (particularly 
around social media), cost management, crisis 
management and regulatory developments. 

Peter Jackson, director, Asia region, multi-
national clients, Lockton Insurance Brokers, adds 
that some of the new recall risks are around 
“dependencies”, such as suppliers being dependent 
on IT systems, third-party IT cloud suppliers and 
third-party logistics systems. 

“Risk has been delegated, but it is not necessarily 
understood either what those risks are, or who is 
responsible for managing them,” he says.

Back where  
it all began

P
roduct recalls have always loomed 
large as a risk that can be deeply 
damaging, even terminal, to some 
corporations. Perhaps most famously 
in recent times was Volkswagen’s 
worldwide repair of 11 million diesel 

vehicles so that their emissions systems would 
comply with pollution regulations. 

The cost of this recall? Somewhere in the region 
of $34bn, according to reports.

The damaging effects of such drastic actions are 
not just short-term and financial either, nor does the 
product recall need to be for particularly petrifying 
reasons (like last year’s recall of children’s crayons 
from China for containing asbestos). 

Take the mineral water giant, Perrier. In the early 
1990s, Perrier was the leading water brand in a 
growing market. 

Then, in 1992, it was discovered that some 
bottles had miniscule quantities of benzene, with 
no impact on human health. Perrier recalled 160 
million bottles from 120 countries at a cost of more 
than $250m. 

Despite not a single illness from the scare, by 
1995, sales of Perrier water had fallen to half of their 
1989 peak.

A lot has changed since then. 
The Perrier recall was before the widespread 

use of the internet and well before  the advent of 
social media, while the delivery of products and 
information has been changed forever by the 
maturity of new technologies. 

CLAWING BACK COSTS
So, what are some of the new, and sometimes 
hidden, issues in the supply chain that have 
been caused by the rise in electronics and other 
technological advances?

“There is an increasing trend for producers of 
products to look to suppliers to recoup recall costs,” 
says Angela Kelly, head casualty Asia-Pacific, Swiss 
Re Corporate Solutions.

The risk of a product recall is certainly 
nothing new, but with the relentless 
rise of technology, the risk landscape 
has changed out of all recognition 

“TECHNOLOGY 
ALLOWS 
PRODUCERS TO 
MORE ACCURATELY 
IDENTIFY WHERE 
RAW MATERIALS 
COME FROM AND 
THIS HELPS THEM 
TO RECOUP COSTS”
Swiss re Corporate 
Solutions head casualty, 
Asia-Pacific 
Angela Kelly
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With the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) – the 
network connectivity of physical devices, vehicles, buildings – 
product recall risks take on other forms. 

“Take vehicles, for example,” Swiss Re’s Angela Kelly 
says of IoT. “It is now possible for vehicle manufacturers to 
remotely fix a problem within a vehicle operating system 
without the need to replace parts or inconvenience 
consumers with having to physically return the vehicle.

“However, IoT may also lead to a shift of losses from 
product liability to recall. Due to early detection of issues, 
there is a lesser chance for BI/PD to occur and companies will 
increasingly initiate a recall where they may not have before, 
or will do so earlier.”

Lockton’s Peter Jackson says IoT potentially disperses 
production and service across multiple organisations and 
geographies: “This brings complexity to how you assess 
ultimate responsibility for a product failure, who is responsible 
singly or shared, and where are they domiciled? At the very 
least, it makes subrogation more difficult.”

THE INTERNET  
OF THINGS’ IMPACT 

“ONE CHALLENGE 
TODAY IS CHANGES 
IN DISTRIBUTION 
BUSINESS MODELS, 
ESPECIALLY WITH 
ECOMMERCE”
Head, group risk  
and internal audit,  
Lazada Group 
Gordon Song

Jackson says businesses could be using new 
technologies, such as 3D printing, drones and 
driverless vehicles, and are facing new risks from 
those technologies that are not yet fully apparent.

“Then there are new payment methods, such as 
Apple Pay, AliPay, WeChat Pay, TrueMoney, Bitcoin, 
which are helping consumers, but they are still 
largely untried and untested, particularly from the 
perspective of cyber risks.”

RISK MANAGER CHALLENGES 
“It is not uncommon for risk managers to have a 
view that since they are at the very beginning of the 
supply chain, a recall claim will not happen to them,” 
Kelly says.

“There is also a general lack of awareness on 
how claims happen and evolve and a divergence of 
opinions on the impact of the changing landscape 
when it comes to recall exposures.”

Jackson says that the attitude of risk managers 
depends on whether or not they have experienced 
a major recall event. If not, there is a danger of 
complacency. 

“This is consistent with other risks. Companies 
tend to be less concerned about risks they haven’t 
experienced, which doesn’t make sense when you 
think about it,” he explains.

Kelly says risk managers should mitigate the new 
risks around the supply chain and product recall 
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2015 total Q1/Q2 2016

by identifying current and future risks, evaluating 
against risk appetite and transferring the risk. She 
adds: “Mitigation can happen through improving 
manufacturing processes and standards, contractual 
agreements, financial instruments such as self-
funding or risk-transfer mechanisms to protect against 
earnings volatility, plus having a comprehensive up 
to-date and regularly tested recall plan.”

Gordon Song, head, group risk and internal audit, 
Lazada Group, says the firm recently invested some 
time in coming up with a product recall plan. 

“One challenge today is changes in distribution 
business models, especially with ecommerce. 

“The question of who is liable for the product is 
fuzzier and the laws for ecommerce and consumer 
protection are not geared for this,” he says.

RIGOROUS OVERSIGHT
Another challenge for product recalls in Asia over the 
next 10 years is the increased focus by authorities.

RQA Group managing director Vince Shiers says 
food safety authorities in this part of the world are 
following their US and European counterparts in 
increasing regulatory oversight.  

“For example, 2015 saw the new Food Safety 
Law from the People’s Republic of China, which 
emphasises food safety requirements and includes 
requirements for online retailers,” he says.  

Notification of recalls to the public is also now 
commonplace in some Asian countries. For example, 
the Singapore Agri-Food and Veterinary Authority 
(AVA) has an excellent real-time listing of food 
product recalls.  

As Shiers concludes: “There is no doubt that 
this regulatory focus and transparency will develop 
further in the coming years and it will result in more 
recall alerts nationally and internationally.”
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The remarkable evolution of 
product recall insurance 

At one time, policies dealt solely with the 
risk of the buyer suffering bodily harm or 
property damage – but a rapidly changing 
world made insurers raise their game 

Product recall insurance is an essential risk mitigation 
measure, but as the recall space has evolved, so has 
its insurance coverage. 

“Historically, product recall covers were triggered 
only by an actual or imminent threat of bodily injury 
or property damage,” says Angela Kelly, head casualty 
Asia-Pacific, Swiss Re Corporate Solutions.

“Triggers have evolved to recognise the changing 
contractual obligations of the manufacturer-buyer 
relationship to allow for cover where the product fails 
to perform its intended function.”

Kelly points out that cover is also more freely 
available as the number of companies offering such 
policies has increased.

Eddie Ong, senior vice-president, corporate 
risk services, Marsh, says that over the years, 
product recall insurance has evolved to indemnify 
losses arising from events other than accidental 
contamination, such as adverse publicity, government 
recall, intentional impaired ingredients, malicious 
product tamper and product extortion.

“Solutions that are more bespoke may also 
be possible for some food and beverage sectors,” 
he explains.

“The types of losses that are recoverable from 
these events have also expanded from first and 
third-party recall expenses to business interruption to 
consultancy costs, and others.”

Kelly at Swiss Re notes that a non-standard 
policy, or a parametric solution, for product recall 
insurance would include customising retention levels, 
attachment points, profit commission and additional 
premium features such that the value of the insurance 
is optimised. 

One possible example of a non-standard policy 
using a parametric solution, Ong suggests, could be 
one where the insured receives a payout when pre-
agreed events occur within a defined period, leading 
to a predetermined fall/fluctuation of a financial key 
performance indicator.

As for captives, Kelly says they can play an integral 
role in helping firms to achieve an efficient and self-

directed risk transfer mechanism. For his part, Ong 
feels that rather than self-insuring the exposure, the 
captive can be used as a vehicle to create an efficient 
funding option. 

Speaking about the kind of developments that 
will take place in the product recall insurance space 
moving forward, Kelly expects further innovation and 
says that non-standard solutions will play a more 
prominent role.

At Marsh, Ong agrees that the product recall 
insurance space will continue to innovate.   

“However, we suspect it is likely to be incremental 
changes as we have seen over the years, rather than 
‘leapfrogging’ innovations.  

“Any improvement or change will largely be 
dependent on the evolving needs of clients and the 
business and regulatory risk landscape that they face,” 
he adds.

Vince Shiers, managing director of consultancy RQA Group, 
on the role of risk managers in a crisis

When it comes to building resilience pre-crisis, Shiers says 
there needs to be a focus on prevention, including an 
effective plan and well-trained staff. 

“The crisis team should receive annual crisis training in 
managing a range of crises considering various scenarios,”  
he explains.

“There should be annual simulations considering varied 
scenarios relevant to the company, varying the complexity to 
reflect team knowledge and capability, as well as business 
complexity.”

Shiers says risk managers often work in a complex 
management structure where they have risk management 
objectives, but do not always have teams of personnel 
reporting to them that can implement the risk management 
strategies.  

“Risk managers therefore have to work with other senior 
management to ensure risks priorities are represented. 

“They will ensure the risks are mitigated where possible 
and insurance cover is purchased where the risks dictate.” 

He adds: “During an actual incident, the risk manager will 
often be the person who has contact with external resources 
linked to the insurance, such as brokers and specialist 
consultants.”

THE WAY TO MANAGE A CRISIS 
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A good reputation 
cushions the blow

Research shows that by a very large 
margin, ‘excellent’ companies with a good 
name among consumers are more likely 
to bounce back from a crisis

SPONSORED WORD

THE RECALL 
REALITY

BY KEVIN LEUNG, 
Interim head of casualty, Asia-Pacific,  
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions
 
Most global corporations have tried-and-tested 
scenario plans for natural catastrophes, acts of 
terrorism and supply chain disruption events. 
But when it comes to product recall crises, 
many companies across the entire supply chain 
are still finding out the hard way what the true 
reputational and financial impacts to their 
organisation will be. In many cases, the results 
can be crippling and aren’t limited to just the 
large manufacturing companies, as recalls can 
now be traced to the beginning of the supply 
chain. Despite this, there is still a tendency 
among some organisations to believe that it 
won’t happen to them. In many cases this may 
be because they are far removed from the end 
product that is being manufactured.

The reality, however, is that the frequency and 
severity of global recall events are on the rise.

Firstly, consumer safety standards are rapidly 
increasing, and consumer awareness of those 
standards is rising too. Second, regulatory activism 
is more evident, particularly in the automotive 
sector and the food and beverage industries. 
Corporations are also placing a much greater focus 
on product quality as a point of difference against 
the competition. That’s causing corporates to recall 
products as a precautionary measure in some 
instances in their efforts to be socially accountable.

Higher consumer expectations and more 
stringent regulations are influencing the frequency 
and nature of product recalls. In turn, this indicates 
a stronger correlation to increasing costs of recall, 
which are often under-estimated, especially when 
one considers the reputational impact.

Together this is driving a steady increase in the 
demand for product recall insurance, but there’s 
some way to go to close the protection gap. The 
decision not to buy insurance is generally driven by 
a lack of understanding of what a company’s real 
exposure is and how that’s changing. But one only 
needs to look at a number of recent news articles 
to see how damaging and widespread a recall 
event can be.

> For more information visit  
www.swissre.com/corporate_solutions/

The relationship between a company’s reputation 
and its resilience to a product recall crisis has been 
highlighted in study by the Reputation Institute. 

The research body found consumers are more 
likely to give the benefit of the doubt to better-reputed 
companies when it comes to a product recall crisis 
that relates to product quality issues, supply chain 
disruptions, workplace, and ethical or regulatory issues. 

When a crisis strikes, 79% would trust companies 
with an ‘excellent’ reputation to do the right thing. 
Only 27% would trust firms with an ‘average’ 
reputation and 8% those with a ‘poor’ one. 

RL Expert managing partner Leesa Soulodre 
says speed of communication is key: “Effective 
reputation risk management requires a company to 
communicate accurately, timely and transparently 
about these facts and to take responsibility/
accountability for the issue and any clean-up. 

“The faster the company is to apologise, to show 
empathy to its victims and to be seen to be addressing 
the issues so that it can never happen again, the more 
likely it is to preserve its reputational equity.”

The choice of spokesperson is also key, she says. 
“Reputation risk management is about effectively 

developing advocacy and trust over time for 
continuous market access and licence to operate. This 
means significant investment in risk communications 
and stakeholder engagement prior to any incident. 
This requires multi-stakeholder engagement from 
across the organisation.”

Recall expert Vince Shiers, managing director 
of RQA Group, argues the use of social media in 
product recalls also has major implications. “It will 
become more common for consumers to post their 
experiences on social media rather than contacting 
the consumer care departments of producers or 
retailers,” he says. “On social media anyone can say 
anything – it doesn’t have to be true, so sorting true 
complaints from falsehoods will seriously challenge 
the crisis teams of companies when they are trying to 
evaluate the scale of a food safety incident and what 
action may be required.”

“THE FASTER THE 
COMPANY IS TO 
APOLOGISE, TO 
SHOW EMPATHY 
TO ITS VICTIMS 
AND TO BE SEEN 
TO BE ADDRESSING 
THE ISSUES, THE 
MORE LIKELY IT IS 
TO PRESERVE ITS 
REPUTATIONAL 
EQUITY”
Managing partner,  
RL Expert 
Leesa Soulodre
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1GETTING IN ON THE GROUND 
FLOOR (IF THAT’S POSSIBLE)
Large infrastructure projects suffer 

from significant under-management of risk 
in practically all stages of the value chain 
and throughout the life-cycle of a project, 
according to McKinsey & Company. 

In particular, the consultancy says poor 
risk assessment and risk allocation early 
on in the concept and design phase lead 
to higher materialised risks and private-
financing shortages later on. 

The results of the StrategicRISK survey 
echo this sentiment. Risk managers 
said they were least involved during the 
planning/design phase of infrastructure 
projects. 

Gammon Construction risk and 
opportunities manager Eamonn Patrick 
Marley says that optimistic planning and 

assumptions need to be challenged. 
Risk managers have a role here, but the 
opportunity is limited. “There is more 
involvement at the tender stage, but I think 
again it is limited,” he adds. 

“Risk managers/management should be 
involved from the earliest stage as possible 
and have a continuous integrated role. This 
would be consistent with, say the risk CDM 
(Construction Design and Management) 
processes in the UK.”

Lendlease group head of risk 
and insurance Kevin Bates says “risk 
management is whole of project in my 
mind”. 

He explains: “The risk professionals 
need to be involved before the project 
even becomes a project, and maintain 
involvement right through to carrying out a 
lessons learnt at the close of a project.”

2DECIDING HOW MUCH TIME AND 
MONEY A PROJECT NEEDS
Infrastructure projects are high on 

the agendas of governments, and the 
infrastructure development and investment 
pipeline is huge. 

The global project pipeline is estimated  
at present to be $9trn, with Asia accounting 
for one-third of this. 

Many major projects suffer from cost 
overruns and delays, but proper risk 
management can help, according to 65% 
of Asia-Pacific risk managers involved in 
infrastructure projects (see graph below). 

Lendlease group head of risk and 
insurance Kevin Bates says this figure should 
be higher. “Most overruns come as a direct 
result of the competitive tension in a  
bid situation. 

“Clients want speed and cost efficiency 

2 To what extent do you agree 
with the following: “With proper 
risk management that is forward-
looking and professional, most 
project overruns (cost and time) are 
foreseeable and avoidable.”

 Strongly disagree
 Disagree
 Neutral

 Agree
 Strongly agree

1 How involved is the risk function during each phase of an 
infrastructure project at your organisation?

Feasability Planning/design Bidding/tender Construction Commissioning 
and qualification

Operation Commissioning 
and/or major 
upgrade

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

 Not applicable   Very involved   Somewhat involved   Not involved

Planned infrastructure projects are said to be worth $9trn, with Asia 
accounting for a third of this. But a StrategicRISK survey of Asia-Pacific 
risk managers suggests there’s room for improvement

Following the risk  
managers’ roadmap
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3RISK CULTURE AND TRAINING
The infrastructure sector significantly 
undermanages risks and lacks 

professional risk management, according 
to a recent McKinsey & Company report.

One issue, it says, is gaps in risk training 
and a lack of commitment in embedding a 
risk culture from senior management. The 
survey respondents appear to agree. 

Some 80% said there were gaps in risk 
training in their infrastructure project, 
and 63% agreed that each division on 
the project has different practices on risk 
management, some formal, others less so 
(see above). 

Singapore-based risk manager Eric Lee 
agrees that much more can be done. 

“Managing of risks should be a 
company-wide responsibility. It starts  
from management and cascades all the 
way down to the person making risk 
decisions on the project (e.g. project 
managers and engineers) on a daily basis,” 
he says. 

With so many parties involved, 
maintaining consistency in risk culture 
and training can be a problem. Lee 
recommends educating staff and 
contractors through constant dialogues 
and reinforcing the message of 
decentralised self-management for the 
project: “These actions taken on the  
sub-project level will enhance the 
capabilities when aggregated at the 
project level, bringing down the overall 
project risk.”

and, as a result, programme and budget 
need to be engineered to be as economical 
as they can be,” he adds. 

“This of course means that float and 
contingency are eliminated. The downside, 
in addition to this, is that the client 
contractually passed both time and cost 
risk on to the contractor, while retaining the 
upside risk in that the contingency and float 
have evaporated in the bid stage. 

“If the client accepts that, contractually, 
the risk of time and money rests with 
the contractor, then they need to allow 
for appropriate float and contingency. If 
they want to retain the contractual risk 
themselves, then they need to allow for 
mechanisms to adjust for overruns.”

Gammon Construction risk and 
opportunities manager Eamonn Patrick 
Marley agrees that overrun issues can occur 
in bid situations. 

“As approval processes lengthen and 
infrastructure projects become increasingly 
complex and unique, this increases the 
programme duration, which is not always 
reflected at the initial planning/design,” 
he says. 

According to Peter Jackson, director, 
Asia region for Lockton brokers, the 
survey results illustrate that effective risk 
management can anticipate where issues 
are most likely to arise. 

“Important parallel skills are effective 
project management to co-ordinate  
work streams and also effective contractor 
management. This includes aligning major 
contractor risk management with the 
overall project management approach.”

He adds: “Too often major projects  
can descend into acrimonious legal 
disputes because client and contractor 
interests aren’t aligned, resulting in finger-
pointing rather than collaboration to get 
issues fixed.”

3 Thinking of your most recent (or current) infrastructure project,  
to what extent do you agree with the following?

 Strongly agree    Agree    Neutral    Disagree     Strongly disagree

Each division on the project 
has different practices on 

risk management; some are 
more formal, others less so

There is a lack of systematic 
consideration of how 

business strategy affects 
project risk

There are gaps in risk 
training

There are multiple systems 
for management approvals, 
resulting in overlaps and an 

inconsistent audit trail

The ‘hero’ in the 
organisation is seen as the 
person that can sail close 

to the wind and get projects 
through

100%

75%

50%

25%

0

What is the single biggest risk 
facing your infrastructure project?

  Labour shortage

   Cost

  Completion on schedule and as 
per initial plan

  Macroeconomic conditions

  Financial risk

  Country security and instability

   Lack of suitable labour due to 
government competition

  Getting entitlement 

  After safety of personnel, failure 
to deliver on time to budget

   Project management competency

  Overruns in cost and time

  Delay in delivery of project

  Lack of skilled labour

  Lack of civil projects to win – this 
affects foundation, E&M and 
other supplementary divisions

  Inadequate innovation to deal 
with changing technology

  Scope creep, resulting in 
potential costs, time and 
operational delays
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$25.9bn 
Global investments  

 (US dollars)

Xi Jinping’s hugely ambitious One Belt One Road 
initiative aims to emulate the economic glory 
days of the ancient Silk Road. Many observers 
are convinced it will fail. Has he bitten  
off more than he can chew?

In 2013, Chinese president Xi Jinping 
launched an epic plan to revive domestic 
growth and ramp up the country’s position in 
the world.

One Belt One Road (OBOR) covers 
about 65% of the global population, 
more than a third of the world’s GDP 
and about a quarter of all the goods 
and services the world moves.

As the name implies, the 
initiative comes in two parts: the 
belt and the road. 

The ‘belt’ is the physical road 
from China through Europe to northern 
Scandinavia. The ‘road’, on the other 
hand, is actually the maritime Silk Road – 
essentially, shipping lanes from China to 
Venice (see map, pages 6-7). 

“The belt, the physical road, and the 
maritime Silk Road would recreate the 
shipping routes that made China one of 
the world’s foremost powers many, many 
years ago,” says McKinsey & Company Asia 
chairman Kevin Sneader. 

The idea, in short, is to redirect China’s 
excess capacity and capital and export it to 
Eurasia via these two ‘new’ trading routes. 

This will require major infrastructure, 
trade and investment. Many doubt that the 
initiative will come to fruition. 

But then again, the Chinese and their 
backers have deep pockets. 

BACK TO THE DRAWING BOARD?
China itself has set up a New Silk Road Fund 
of $40bn to promote private investment along 
OBOR. In addition, the Asia Infrastructure 
Investment Bank (AIIB) has supported the 
initiative with some $100bn in lending, while 
the China Development Bank will invest a 

similar amount into more than 900 projects 
across 60 countries to bolster the scheme.

McKinsey & Company managing partner 
Joe Ngai remains sceptical. “While we have 
the AIIB and the Silk Road Fund and the New 
Development Bank, if you add it all together, 
it’s still a very, very small amount relative to 
what needs to be funded, which is roughly 
between $2trn and $3trn per year,” he says. 
“There’s a lot that’s got to happen before this 
moves off of the very grand and appropriate 
drawing board and into practical reality in 

some countries where it’s proved very difficult 
to deploy funds.”

Big questions also remain on transparency 
and the deployment of funds. But for every 
skeptic there are two optimists and, to date, 
the funding and political backing for the 
projects has certainly been impressive. 

When it comes to likely beneficiaries, 
Deloitte Southeast Asia head Dr Ernest Kan – 
and Xi Jinping, it would seem – have a lot of 
money on Indonesia. 

In April last year, the Chinese government 
loaned the Indonesian government $50bn 
to help develop its electrical, mining, energy 
and railways projects.

“The Indonesian economic growth is 
very promising,” says Kan. He points out 
that Joko Widodo, the president since 
2014, “has committed to building close to 
40 infrastructure projects, including seven 
railways, six water supply and power, six toll 
roads, seven sea transportations including 
sea ports and 12 air transportations, 
including airports”.

He adds: “By lending money, it could 
also help [the Chinese] to win some of these 
foreign construction contracts.” 

Observers expect Hong Kong to be a key 
player too. McKinsey’s Sneader says: “Hong 
Kong’s role has been the gateway on many 
levels for China to the rest of the world.

“While that role has been shifting, Hong 
Kong remains a vitally important financial 
centre, an RMB trading centre and a source 
of advice, perspective, and assistance for 
Chinese companies and Western companies 
trying to work with each other. 

“So it would be disappointing if Hong 
Kong somehow didn’t have a very important 
role to play.”

Western companies looking to capitalise 
on infrastructure opportunities are likely to 
encounter hurdles. Dr Kan says that because 
its purpose is to push out excess Chinese 
capacity, major projects will largely be 
undertaken by domestic players. 

“In basic infrastructure [the Chinese]  
deem themselves capable, so there’s 
probably less opportunities in those areas 
than the Western companies are looking for,” 
he says. 

$2.6bn 
OBOR investments  

 (US dollars)

Singapore
(US dollars)

Indonesia
(US dollars)

Laos
(US dollars)

$570m
$300m

$260m

How the president plans  
to make China great again
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THE MONEY-GO-ROUND
OBOR’s impact on china and the rest of the world

They will also need to compete with 
Japanese and Korean firms that are “very 
active players in Asia when it comes to 
infrastructure”. However, Western firms 
that operate in niche technology fields 
such as defence and aerospace will be 
well placed to capitalise. “That’s where 
[Chinese] technology has been left behind 
the Western technologies,” he says. 

Otherwise, says Kan, Western 
companies should look for smaller 
subcontracting opportunities on the larger 
projects.

But all of these OBOR initiatives depend 
heavily on political support. “It has to be 
under a very stable political environment 
for these projects to continue,” he notes. 

And in some countries where leadership 
changes and political coups are not 
uncommon, investors and developers alike 
have voiced concerns. 

“If you have a change of government, 
there may be challenges,” Kan says. 

“Just like the nuclear plant project in the 
UK that was signed between Xi Jinping and 
David Cameron, the immediate past prime 
minister of the UK. Theresa May (the new 
prime minister) seems to take a different 
view on the nuclear plant project and they 
want to put it on hold, even though it was 
approved under the Cameron government.” 

SOCIAL CAPITAL
Kan also predicts challenges for local 
Chinese players, particularly those building 
projects in countries with differing languages, 
cultures and risk tolerances. 

“The Chinese will have to learn how to 
build social capital to make sure that they  
also take care of the local social environment,” 
he says. 

Zurich China’s chief executive, 
Michael Yu, agrees that differences in risk 
management approaches could prove a 
hindrance, especially when it comes to 
projects developed by China’s state-owned 
enterprises (SOEs). 

“Most [SOEs] are far away from [having] 
a global risk management culture and risk 
management systems and they are also 
very much challenged by the lack of talent 
and leadership teams who fully and truly 
understand their global exposures,” says Yu. 

Many of these multi-billion-dollar, SOE-led 
projects don’t even have a risk or insurance 
manager. This raises difficulties for insurance 
partners trying to ensure their exposures 
are covered, not to mention concerns for 
international investors. 

Insurers like Zurich, who are looking to 
capitalise on the initiative, see an opportunity 
to offer risk services and risk transfer products, 
with an understanding of the risk, compliance 

THE WORD 
ISN’T OUT
Are you familiar with China’s 
One Belt, One Road initiative?

40%

Source: StrategicRISK Infrastructure Survey 2016

60%

Yes

No

$15bn 
New engineering 

contracts won by OBOR 
countries. Up 7.6%

and regulatory requirements of the countries 
that SOEs are looking to develop in. 

Having sought to maintain a low profile 
on the global stage for many years, China is 
jostling for a more prominent position in the 
international order. 

Will Xi Jinping pull off what would surely 
be his greatest legacy? Only time – and 
funding – will tell. 

$14bn 
Engineering projects  
by Chinese companies in 

OBOR countries.  
Up 10.3%

$91.5bn 
China imports from  

OBOR countries 

$144bn 
China exports to OBOR 

countries  

Source: China Ministry of Commerce

THE PHYSICAL ROAD AND 
THE MARITIME SILK ROAD 
WOULD RECREATE THE 
SHIPPING ROUTES THAT 
MADE CHINA ONE OF THE 
WORLD’S FOREMOST POWERS 
MANY, MANY YEARS AGO”
McKinsey & Company 
Kevin Sneader
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Europe 
(Scandinavia) Russia

Europe

West 
Asia

Southeast 
Asia

South 
Asia

Southwest 
Africa

Central Asia

China

South 
Pacific

The ultimate in  
joined-up thinking

The implications of One Belt One Road are staggering. Our 
illustration shows exactly how it will criss-cross much of the world 
– while opposite, we look at the projects that stand to benefit
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China
China invested ¥820bn in railway 
infrastructure in 2015, with total 
investment expected to surpass 
¥4trn in the next five years. The 
Export-Import Bank of China is 
one of the banks funding rail 
construction projects. It recently 
signed a lending agreement 
with China Railway Corporation 
granting a loan of ¥500bn for major 
infrastructure projects.

A high-speed rail route 
connecting China’s northwest 
region to West Asia via Central 
Asia has been proposed. China 
and Laos have also announced a 
430km railway connecting Boten 
on the Laos-China border with the 
Laotian capital, Vientiane. The 
$6bn project will create a new 
freight and passenger route into 
emerging markets in Southeast 
Asia. Eventually this could extend 
to Singapore.

RUSSIA 
China has invested $5.2bn in a 
high-speed railway project that 
will connect Moscow to Kazan in 
Russia’s Tatarstan region. This 
will extend more than 770km and 
reduce a 12-hour journey to three-
and-a-half hours. The longer-term 
plan is that the railway will be 
extended into China. China Railway 
Group will design and build the rail 
connection, while Chinese company 
CRRC will supply the rolling stock.

Aeroplane routes
China intends to add another 200 
international air routes in 2016, 
focusing on flights to nations 
involved in the OBOR initiative. This 
should boost its growing aviation 
industry, which recorded its highest 
ever profits (¥54.8bn) in 2015. 
Aviation is key for strengthening 
connectivity between China and 
OBOR nations. A shortage of 
relevant infrastructure is being 
addressed, with Beijing committed 
to investing ¥77bn this year on 
the construction of civil aviation 
infrastructure.

WITH BILLIONS UP FOR GRABS, 
WHERE IS THE MONEY GOING?

Source: China Investment Research

   21st-Century Maritime Silk 
Road Hub

   Maritime Road Continental 
Extension

Silk Road  
Economic Belt
  Northern Corridor

  Central Corridor

  Southern Corridor

  Secondary Routes

  Loans Locations

   Silk Road Economic Belt Hub 

   21st-Century Maritime Silk 
Road Hub

The Middle East
Chinese president Xi Jinping 
pledged in January that China 
would provide financial support 
to Iran, which recently saw 
longstanding international 
sanctions lifted, to construct 
a domestic high-speed train 
connection between Tehran and 
Mashad as part of OBOR.

During a stop in Cairo earlier 
on the same trip, the president 
reportedly signed a number 
of agreements with Egypt 
under which China will provide 
financial support for Egyptian 
infrastructure projects. The total 
investment in these projects will 
amount to $15bn.

Kazakhstan
In early 2015, the Chinese 
government announced that it 
would invest more than $20bn in 
Kazakh infrastructure projects. 
China is Kazakhstan’s second-
largest trading partner and 
largest export market, especially 
for oil, gas and uranium, the major 
Kazakh exports.

Pakistan
The Asian Infrastructure 
Investment bank (AIIB) is to make 
its first ever loan on a Pakistan-
based project, financing the 
construction of a 64km, four-lane 
segment of a highway in the 
Punjab region. The AIIB will be a 
co-financier of the project along 
with the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB). AIIB and the ADB are 
providing $100m each in financing.

Europe
China’s premier Li Keqiang 
has said that his country is 
looking to co-operate with the 
upgrading and improvement of 
port facilities/areas in countries 
such as Croatia, Slovenia, Poland, 
Latvia and Bulgaria.
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Nip that crisis 
in the bud
The operational risks associated with infrastructure 
projects are many and varied. In this illustration we’ve 
highlighted a few of the common risks facing major 
projects, citing examples of how risk management 
and risk transfer can help to mitigate the exposure 

NAT CATS 
Natural catastrophes and other poor weather events can 
cause significant delays and damage to construction projects 
that are difficult to predict and budget for. 

Inadequate infrastructure and weak logistic chains also 
substantially increase the risk that an extreme natural 
event will become a disaster, according to the UN’s World 
Risk Report 2016. Its author, Dr Matthias Garschagen, notes: 
“Sufficient, high-quality infrastructure, which is well managed 
institutionally, can not only prevent the often catastrophic 
consequences of natural hazards such as flooding or storms, 
but it can also play a crucial role in the distribution of 
humanitarian aid supplies in the event of a disaster.”

RED TAPE AND REGULATION
Peter Jackson, director, Asia region for 
Lockton brokers in Thailand, said insurers and 
brokers can help construction companies 
manage their regulatory risk in three ways: 
by ensuring that all insurance policies are 
locally compliant; by checking a company’s 
risk management practices meet local, if not 
global, safety standards; and by making sure 
that a client’s insurance cover is consistent 
across multiple jurisdictions.

STRIKES AND PROTESTS
Gammon Construction risk and opportunities 
manager Eamonn Patrick Marley says identifying 
and assessing the risk of unrest is vital. Financially 
unstable subcontractors should be filtered out, he 
adds, citing “failure to pay labour” as a cause of 
strikes. He suggests sharing previous experience 
and lessons learnt, and carrying out stress-testing 
on projects for a strike/protest scenario in the 
business continuity plans. 

BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION
The most corrupt Asia-Pacific countries, 
according to Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index, are North 
Korea (167th out of 168 countries), 
Cambodia (150), Myanmar (147), Laos 
(139), Vietnam (112), the Philippines (95), 
Indonesia (88) and China (83). The region-
wide infrastructure and development boom 
means that the risk of bribery is high. 
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CULTURAL ISSUES
Instilling a consistent risk culture 
across regions is one of the key 
challenges facing global infrastructure 
firms, particularly in developing 
countries where standards tend to be 
less rigorous than those associated 
with Westernised companies. 

One risk manager who works 
for a global construction firm says 
tone from the top is essential in 
helping to set risk culture: “Without 
demonstrating that management and 
the board takes risk management 
seriously, staff might not get the 
essential motivation to focus on risks 
as part of their daily activity. Leading 
through example and constant query 
on risk matters will enhance the 
overall buy-in within the rank and file.” 

Lendlease group head of risk and 
insurance Kevin Bates says: “You can 
tell people what to do and attempt to 
make them compliant, but until you 
have them thinking and believing and 
feeling it for themselves, you’ll never 
quite get there.”

SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTION
Lockton’s Asia region director, Peter Jackson, 
says it is crucial to map supply chains to identify 
potential bottlenecks: “The key issues are single 
supply arrangements, ability to deliver on time 
and product quality. Getting assurance around 
these three issues is essential in mitigating 
supply chain risk. Procurement processes need 
to include these in supplier assessments and in 
mapping the entire supply chain.” 
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The marketing is hard to fault, but the 
make-up of ESG investment products 
means they fail to match the high ideals 
of socially responsible investors

ESG was hijacked. Now it 
requires a social about-face 

Many institutional and individual investors demand 
social and environmental responsibility. In response, 
investment organisations created screens and 
checklists to measure social responsibility and 
multinational corporations instituted Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) and ‘shared values programs’ 
to demonstrate their commitment to communities. 
Incorporating social factors into investing has taken 
many names: socially responsible investing (SRI), 
social impact investing, triple bottom line, and 
probably the most popular standard, environmental, 
social and governance (ESG). Although ESG is a great 
marketing campaign to attract socially conscious 
investors, it often falls short of fulfilling its intent: 
to provide measurable and comparable metrics on 
investments’ social benefits. 

Investment firms have dedicated research groups 
and created indices and investment vehicles to 
fulfil demand for ESG exposure. There is no industry 
standard, however, and each organisation defines 
ESG differently. For instance, Morgan Stanley 
incorporates self-reported firm information –
compiled by Bloomberg – into a screen that equally 
weighs three ESG factors: environmental, social 
and governance. Morgan Stanley does not explain, 
however, why separation of the CEO and chairman 
roles (governance factor) should be given the same 
weight as evidence of human rights violations (social 
factor). Sustainalytics, a firm used by Morningstar, 
weighs environmental, social and governance factors 
differently for each sector, resulting in a similar lack 
of comparability. For Facebook, the weighting for 
environmental, social and governance variables is 
30%, 45%, and 25% respectively, while 3M’s ratings 
are 40%, 35%, and 25%. The above demonstrates 
an industry-wide challenge of using a single variable 
to compare social benefit across different sectors, 
geographies and political environments. 

The ‘S’ component of ESG is the factor investors 
need to measure properly in order to understand 
the actual social impact of their investments. 
Environmental and governance are subsets of the 

BRYAN BLOOM
CHIEF FINANCIAL 
OFFICER, ENODO 
GLOBAL

Morgan Stanley’s Sustainable Impact Model Portfolio includes 
Apple as a first-quintile ESG performer and a leader among 
its peers. Apple is lauded for its supplier responsibility 
report, recycling program and “progress” in its supply chain 
management. Yet one of its main suppliers [in China], Foxconn, 
has treated workers so poorly that 12 employees jumped to 
their deaths from factory rooftops and remaining employees 
threatened mass suicide – a threat that was met not with 
negotiation, but with the installation of suicide nets. If firms 
screen companies for vices such as alcohol, tobacco and guns, 
shouldn’t Apple be disqualified for condoning socially harmful 
and inhumane labour practices? 

APPLE CASE STUDY: HOW ESG FAILS 
TO INCORPORATE SOCIAL VARIABLES 
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social factor; they are significant because of their 
social implications. Environmental impacts, such as 
oil spills, matter because they affect the health and 
livelihood of the population. Poor governance may 
indicate poor management results, but at its core, 
governance impacts, like stealing funds from company 
accounts, are most significant because of the financial 
implications on stockholders, suppliers or other 
stakeholders. 

ESG measurements are skewed because 
analysts can measure and quantify environmental 
and governance events more easily than ‘social’ 
events (e.g. protests, strikes, looting, violence). An 
oil spill costs $X billion to clean up, a carbon credit 
costs $Y, a corrupt official steals $Z million from 
company accounts, or a board has less than 50% of 
independent directors. The difficult, yet more pressing 
question is: how do socially responsible investors 
measure the benefits of creating several hundred jobs 
at a cigarette factory compared with the negative 
effects of greater healthcare costs, diminished life 
expectancy and heightened pollution from increased 
cigarette smoking? Concentrating on environmental 
and governance factors ignores the original intent 
of what socially responsible investors are seeking: 
socially beneficial and impactful investments. 

The face of the tobacco industry, Philip Morris, is screened out 
of most, if not all ESG funds, indexes and portfolios. Yet its Rural 
Communities initiatives support small-scale, family-owned farms 
around the world. Programmes provide community- specific basic 
needs like clean water, eco-pit latrines and fuel-efficient stoves 
in Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania. Rainwater collection tanks 
supply fresh water to more than 300 villages year-round in the 
drought-stricken northeast of Thailand. The social benefits of 
programmes that provide sustainable food, water and education 
to communities in the poorest areas of the world should be given 
due consideration when ESG screens are applied. 

ESG investing requires a ‘back to basics’ approach to refocus 
socially conscious investors on their original intent: to benefit 
society. This requires a methodology that consistently measures 
and quantifies firms’ social benefits and risks across diverse 
sectors and geographies. The solution is a population-centric 
analysis that quantifies: (1) the social risk in environments 
where firms operate (i.e. social tensions and basic needs of the 
population); and (2) the management’s risk mitigation strategies 
(i.e. how the firm reduces social risks and provides community-
specific solutions). 

This approach creates two consistent variables that can be 
measured and compared across any industry. This combination 
provides a standalone Social Benefit Rating that delivers a buy, 
hold or sell recommendation to investors. 

For firms with a long-term investment horizon, focusing 
on social risk through a population-centric methodology is 
an easy financial decision. Firms will be able to demonstrate 
their commitment to shareholders and investors and achieve 
the original spirit of ESG by creating positive social impacts 
for communities. By understanding social risk, firms also limit 
conflict (i.e. protests, strikes, litigation and violence) that 
threaten investments and improve their reputation (i.e. CSR and 
public relations) to increase share price.

PHILIP MORRIS CASE STUDY: HOW 
SCREENS ARE UNREPRESENTATIVE 
OF SOCIAL BENEFIT 
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HEADSPACE > WHAT’S INSIDE YOUR HEAD

Back in business

What are you thinking about right now?
I have two days before my holiday and I’m 
struggling to get all my work done. Maybe if I spent 
less time thinking about it, I would get more done!

What’s your greatest fear?
I was going to answer that I had no 
real fears, and then I realised I have one morbid, 
irrational fear that I cannot seem to get over, 
no matter how I try to address it. Spiders... 
enough said.

What’s your most embarrassing moment?
Walking into a pole whilst trying to look good.  
It was painful.

What makes you happy?
Spending time with my kids always makes 
me happy. They are young teenagers now and 
although it can be challenging, I love that they 
are becoming independent and finding their own 
way. They are both great company and I am so 
proud of them.

What makes you unhappy?
I have had trouble answering this one. Not 
because I am always happy. I just can’t pinpoint 
something in particular that makes me 
unhappy. I guess that when I don’t get my 
own way, I am unhappy.

What’s the biggest risk you’ve 
ever taken?
Before I had spinal surgery, I was told 
by so many people that it was highly 
risky and may not solve my pain 
problems. There was no one who 
thought it was a good idea, other 
than my surgeon. It has been the 
best decision I have ever made.

Diona Rae, GPT Group’s chief risk officer, tells 
us about cleaning toilets, arachnophobia, 
family pride, her love of chocolate, being 
a twin, trusting her gut and why braving a 
potentially devastating spinal operation was 
the best decision she ever made

HEADSPACE > WHAT’S INSIDE YOUR HEAD

What’s the worst job you’ve ever done?
When I was at university, I cleaned toilets at a high 
school. Teenage children are particularly filthy when 
it comes to toileting and it was a most unpleasant 
experience. I lasted two weeks before going back to 
waitressing. Less money than cleaning – however, 
much easier on the stomach.

What is your greatest achievement?
I always say “my kids” to this question. Even though 
this is a corny answer, I do believe being a parent has 
been the hardest and most rewarding thing I have 

ever done. I continue to be amazed by my children, 
anxious about my parenting, and more often 

than not extremely proud.

What’s the most important lesson 
you’ve learned?
The old saying – “trust your gut”. If your 
insides are telling you that something 

is not right, then there is a really good 
chance you are correct. Off the back 
of that lesson, I have also learnt that 
speaking up, even when I am not sure 
I am correct, is always better than not, 
especially when I feel strongly about 
something.

Who do you look up to 
and why?
I look up to my twin sister. She is 

amazing and has achieved so much.

Tell us a secret
I am a closet chocoholic.

“IF YOUR INSIDES 
ARE TELLING YOU 
THAT SOMETHING 
IS NOT RIGHT, THEN 
THERE IS A REALLY 
GOOD CHANCE YOU 
ARE CORRECT”
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KEY DATES
Entries open September 2016

Entry deadline Friday 27 January 2017  
Shortlist announced February 2017

Awards ceremony May 2017, Singapore

StrategicRISK’s inaugural Asia-Pacific Risk Management Forum and Awards

MAY 2017 SINGAPORE

For more information visit awards.strategic-risk-global.com/sr
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With new offerings such as Client Centric 
Analytics, smart partnerships, and investments 
in forward-thinking solutions like wearable 
devices for improved worker safety, 
AIG is helping clients embrace innovative 
technology and every new opportunity. 
To learn more, visit AIG.com/innovativetech
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